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The Smallest Item And The Biggest Bargain
In Your Family Budget Is...The tender

1540G
WINNIN NEWSPAPER
,LAH SINCE

Ave 77

49-50 Teachers
nounced For
inceton Schools
rn And Goodaker
-elected Principals;
kiting And Plumbing
alined For Buildings

•

-eledion of teachers for the
50 year in Princeton city
Is has been announced by
Pollard, superintendent.
, • re-elected on continuing
act are C. A. Horn, prInce
Miss Virginia Hodge, Miss
ha Gordon, Miss Gladys
t Mrs. McKee Thomson and
J. L. Walker, all at Butler
School; Russell Goodaker,
ipal, Mrs. Hillery Barnett,
Charles Curry, Miss Audie
Miss Eloise Jones and
Mary Frank Lester, all at
ide 'Grade School.
rs H. J. Watson, teacher at
ide, has been with the sysfour years and will be ofa continuing contract this

Store Closing To
Begin Next Week
Approximately 45 members
of the Princeton Retail Merchants Association will observe Thursday afternoon
closing, beginning May 5, and
continuing through August,
to give employes a half-holiday each week during the
summer months, Joe Wilcox,
president, said. One drug
store will be open each Thursday afternoon, he added.

Pvt. Williamson
Buried Wednesday

Miss Mary Wilson Eldred Joyce Howten Is
Named First Lady Of '48 Valedictorian At
Fredonia High

.Miss Mary Wilson Eldred has
been named Princeton's First
Lady of 1948 by Beta Sigma Phi,
sorority for social, civic, and
cultural pursuita.
Selected by secret nominators,
Miss Eldred was chosen as one
who has contributed much to
community development.
Miss Eldred is president of the
Business and Professional Women's Club, secretary-treasurer
of the Gradatim Club, and is
on the State committee for
Crippled Children. She is a member of the State Board of Directors of the Infantile Paralysis Foundation and was cochairman of the drive for funds
here.
She has been active in Red
Cross work and each month
helps the American Legion Auxiliary in arranging parties for
veterans at Outwood Hospital.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Dique Eldred, she is active in
the work of Central Presbyterian
Church.
Miss Eldred will be a guest
of the chapter at a banquet Sat-

Mother Of Ilie Yew

Joycce Howton will deliver the
valedictory address for the Fredonia High School graduating
class at class night activities, 8
o'clock Tuesday night, May 17,
in the school auditorium.
Miss Howton was selected for
having made the highest gra.ies
during four years of 'nigh school.
Jane Belt will be salutatorian.
The difference in the two girls'
grades was a matte: of decimals,
Guy Nichols, principal, said.
Juniors will entertain the Seniors at the annual banquet at
7:30 o'clock Friday night, April
29, in Rothrock's. J. B. Lester,
president of Farmer's National
Bank, Princeton, will be guest
speaker.
Baccalaureate
serveces
are
planned for 8 o'clock Sunday,
May 15, in the school auditorium.
Speaker will be Rev. Ray Wigginton, pastor of the Fredonia
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church.
Commencement exercises will
be at 8 o'clock Thursday night,
May 1$, in the school auditorium.
Speaker will be Charles I. Henry
fomer superintendent of Mayfield city schools and now a
banker in Madisonville.
The names of the graduates
will be published later.

State Agriculture
Department To Pay
Expenses To Fight
Disease

Calves between the ages of
six and 12 months may be vaccinated against Bang's disease
VFW Has Charge
free of charge in a program
Of Military Burial
sponsored by the State DepartRites
ment of Agriculture, R. A.
Gillis,
Pearle
Owens
Mrs.
Funeral services for Pvt. Winof Fort Worth, Tex., was named Mabry, county agent, announced
fred Williamson, son of Mr. and
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred
(April 24) as American Mother this week.
Mrs. E. L. Williamson, Route 3,
of the Year by the National
Dr. Russell Dodd, veternarian,
urday night in Hopkinsville.
were held Wednesday afternoon
Mothers Committee of the Gold- Marion, has, agreed to do the vac"Beta Sigma Phi is proud to
en Rule Foundation. Mrs. Gillis, cination irr this county. He will
at 2:30 o'clock Eddy Creek Baphonor a hometown woman who
wife of a Fort Worth postal de- be paid for his work and vachas faithfully served her comtist Church, with the Rev. L. J.
partment worker, has six child- cine will be furnished him by
munity not only in 1948 but
Knoth, in charge.
ers re-elected on limited
ren of her own and helped edu- the department.
through the years," Mrs. Sam
Pvt. Williamson was killed in
, which is one that must
cate eight others. (AP- Wire
To save time and make it more
Steger, president, said.
World
War
IT
shortly
after
gonewed each year, are Mrs.
photo)
convenient for the veterinarian,
ing
overseas.
He
is
also
survived
Adams, Mrs. Robert ChamAnnual Spring Festival
farmers interested in the proMrs. Frank Craig, Mrs. by his wife, the former Kathleen
gram will be required to regisTo
Be Next Thursday
Stone,
and
a daughter, Melva.
r Crider, John Hackett,
ter before Saturday, May 14,
Military
burial
rites
were
conIn
Butler
Maddox,
Perkins
MarStadium
es D.
giving names and addresses, loducted
in
the
church
cemetery,
The
annual
Seiring
Nancy
Stowers,
Festival of
and Miss
cation of farms and number of
with members of the VFW in
t Butler; Mrs. J. D. Alexanthe
vocal and instrumental
calves to be vaccinated.
Kindergarten
Pupils
charge.
e. Flora Creekmur, Mrs.
Scouts Are Promoted,
groups of Butler High School
Registering may be done at
To Have Exercises
..wis, Mrs. Charles Mcthe county agent's office or with
will be presented at 7:30 o'clock
Badges
Are
Merit
Mrs. Josephene Moore,
Friday Morning
one of the following persons who
Thursday night, May 5, in the
Awarded
G. Moore, Mrs. Vernon
Princeton's youngest graduates
have been selected to help get
Butler
Troop
42
stadium,
Scouts
from
weather
perBoy
r, and Mrs. Beatrice Turwill receive their diplomas at
the program started: Noble
mitting,
K.
KutV. Bryant, hand direcPrinceton, and Troop 38,
all at Eastside. Mrs. AlexanParis, Enon; Harvey Thompson,
morning,
Friday
o'clock
9:34
tor, announced. If weather is
First Grade class meets in
tawa, were recognized at a Court Flatrock, R. C. Franklin, John
bad, the festival will be in the April 29, at Eastside Grade
Butler building.
Will Present Skit
of Honor for Three Rivers Dis- Roy MeDowell, Farmersville;
Louis
LitchMrs.
School
when
gymnasium. The pupils, under
Dotson High School for
trict Tuesday night, April 19, Floyd Young, Willis Traylor,
At District Meeting
the direction of Mr. Bryant and field's kindergarten holds coms teachers re-elected are
Briarfield; Roy Howton, Joel
exercises.
mencement
Princeton.
in
Miss
Nancy
Stowers,
will preChina Lue Jones and Miss
April 29
Boitnott, Hall; Bill Adams, Bill
each
of
the
Besides
diplomas,
was
Ralph Young Kuttawa,
vita McNary, continuing conCaldwell couety homemakers sent solos, ensembles, and group white mortar-board capped gradWinters, Po I 1,a r d Thompson
the only Scout advanced to
, and J. Polk Griffey, prim- will present a skit "Behind the numbers.
Report Made After
Friendship; Bill Carrington, Earl
uates will receive an award for
Star rank. Promoted to First
Alvin E. Anthony, Mrs. Scenes" at the sixteenth annual ;
Wood, Cobb; George Martin.
good behavior. The public is inOne Week; Campaign
Class were Larry Pedley and
mpton and Miss Geraline meeting of the Pennyroy
Pennyroyal Dis
Raymond Stroube, Otter Pond;
vited to the exercises which will
PrinceWeeks,
Scoutmaster'Joe
limited contract.
To Close May 7
trice, Kentucky Federation ot
Vernon Burchett, Eddy Creek;
include indivdual and group
A total of $375 was collected ton, and Freddie Smith and Billy Mrs. A. D. McElroy, Bill Jones,
J. D. Stephens was re- Homemakers, Friday, April 29,
songs and speeches, Mrs. Litchsecretary to Superinten- Henderson. The meeting will
in the first week of the Cancer Lockhart, Kuttawa.
Crider; J. W. Hazzard, Eddyfield said.
Advanced to Second Class
Pollard.
open at 10 oclock in First Pres- Part
Graduates are Sharon Cam- Fund Campaign, Mrs. F. K. were Billy Croft, Alvin Yates, ville Road.
• vacancies which occur byterian Church.
Vaccination will be done twice
About 24 Boys
announced Jimmy Adams, Robert Wadlingeron, daughter of Mr and Mrs. Wylie, chairman,
be filled during the sumannually so that all calves can
Planning to attend the meetNoel B. Cameron; Betty Litch- this week.
and
JimFrom
Truitt
Rushing
Princeton
ton,
Mr. Pollard said.
be vaccinated in the six to 12
ing are Mesdames Shellie White,
field, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ee,This is the largest Amount to mie Chandler, Kuttawa.
ors named ter next year M. 12..stiosseks- err-'group, the county
'Brown, Yr.,•ThomasioRrfte, Will Attend
Louis Litchfield; Marilyn /Wares,
Merit badges were awarded to
N. E. Fralick, head, and
Scouts from Troop 42 and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl be reported after only one week
agent said,'"
Dique Satterfield, H. C. McConSmith, assistant, Butler
of work, she said. There are Ralph Young, 10; Joe Weeks, "It is belived," he said, "that
nell, Ray Martin, Homer Mitchell Troop 39, Princeton, will take Adams; Hoy Blackburn, son of
Princeton,
5;
Charlie
Babb,
5;
ng; Willard Mitchell, Eaststill
reports
to
be
made
from
the
vaccination of calves in this age
Leon Cummins, Don Boitnott, D. part in the Boy Scout Circus Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blackburn;
and Jimmie Lee. Dotson.
schools and from various com- and G. G. Harrelson, ITI, prince- group without prior blood test
W. Armstrong, Hugh Yates, Etta Friday, Ar-il 29, at the base- Gene Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ton,
2.
ing summer vacation new
munities in the county, as well
will create the maximum imI Taylor, Jerry Holloway, Ragon ball park in Madisonville.
Orbie Stone; Barry Tracy, son
Franklin Smith, Troop 38, was
work and bleachers in the
Troop 42 will participate in of Mrs. Betty Lee Tracy; Sam as others from Princeton, she
munity to the disease. InformaCummins, C. V. Scott, Champ
made a Tenderfoot Scout, the
stadium will be painted,
added.
tion indicates that less than odeOates, Frank Burchett, Vernon contests of tames, disaster scene Joiner Steger,,son of Mr. and
.de of Eastside will be
'We hope to close the actual only one named to that class.
half of one percent of calves in
Burchett; Clarence Nichols, F. A. and fire building by friction, Mrs. Sam Steger; Larry Martin,
Scouters
present
included
J.
and additional plumbcampaign
on
Saturday, May 7,"
Scoutmaster Joe Weeks said.
this age group hvae contracted
son of Mrs. Mary E. Martin;
Glen,
district
chairman;
Philip
ell be put in at Butler, Mr. Lewis, Lee Mashburn, Willie
Scoutmaster Gene Barrett said Jimmie Jenkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wylie said. "Contributions,
the infection."
Wyatt, Earl Wood, Raymond
d said.
however, will be accepted at any 0. L. Adams, leadership training
Animals vaccinated under this
Phelps, Wylie Brown, Jimmie Troop 39 would enter the games, Mrs. Charlie Jenkins, and Johnchairman;
Roy
Clift,
Scouttime."
program will not be eligible,
Jones, Herman Darnell, W. C. disaster scene and pioneering nie Catlett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Booths will be in the two master, and Claude Young, as- however, for out-of-state shipRobert Catlett.
Pike, Stanley McGowan, Andres contests.
banks, the courthouse and the sistant, Troop 38, all of Kut- ment for breeding purposes withAbout
12
Scouts
from
each
All
the
graduates
except
Betty,
Ladd, Bryant Sims, W. P. Crawpostoffice Friday and Saturday tawa; Dale Mayhugh, new scout- out a blood test showing them to
ford, j Robert Coleman, Guy troop are expected to attend the who is too young, will enter the
of this week and Monday of next master of Troop 31, Eddyville; be Bang's free, Mr. Mabry mid.
Scoutmasters
said.
circus,
the
First Grade next year, Mrs.
,Shoulders, Wilburn Crowe,
week, she said. Those who tend- Jim Harris, field eitecutive, "It is very important," lie add'Charles Skees, George Martin, The Butler High School band Litchfield said.
ed the booths last weekend in- Madisonville; R. S. Gregory and ed, "for farmers to register May
will
take
part
in
the
day's
acJr., Kelly Martin, Charles Geiger,
To Make Final
cluded Mesdames Frank Wood, W. D. Armstrong, both of Prince- 14 so the veterinarian can vacW. H. Pool, Orland Newsom and tivities, it was announced.
Henry Sevison, Hazel Dobbins, ton.
The
circus
is
for
Scouts
of
port In June,
cinate calves for all farmers
G. C. Hayes and Misses Dorothy
Frank Wylie, Shell Smith, Ed
Area
the
Western
Kentucky
signed up in one community
Ferguson and Irene Mashburn.
pt. Clift Says
McLin, Robert MeAlliister, J. B.
without having to return to that
Guest speaker will be Miss Council and includes troops from
formal recommendation as
Holloway and George G. HarCaldwell, Crittenden, Daviess,
section."
'best plan to improve the Fennie Brooks, formerly health
relson and Miss Annie McGowan.
,,nal facilities of Prince- specialist at the University of Hancock, Henderson, Hopkins,
In
charge
of
collections
from
Widening
Of
Varmint
ind Caldwell county, based Illinois, who will discuss "Keep- Livingston, Lyon, McLean, MuhAnother Member Added
Negros are Mrs. Ina Calvert,
lenberg, Ohio, Union and WebTrace Between Cave
survey made last year by ing the Characteristics of Youth
To Tr -County Assn.
chairman, Mrs. Mary Medlock, , 14.642 Miles To
ster counties.
University of Kentucky, is Through Mental and Physical
And Seminary Asked
One new member, Clinton
Mrs. Louise Dooley, Mrs. Addle
ted in June, Clieton Clift, Heelth." Mrs. W. K. Morris, HopCity Attorney J. Gordon Lis- Garrett and Miss Juanita Mc- 41 Be Resurfaced
Sivells, Princeton, has joined the
eendent of county schools, kinsville, president of the Fed- Kenneth Prescott Accepts anby was authorized at Monday Nary.
Tr -County Artificial Breeding
In Caldwell
it week following a meet- eration, and Miss Myrtle WelJob At Princeton Shoe Co. night's Council meeting to file The U. S. Agricultural Exten- Bids on resurfacing 14.642 Association since the last reonday with representatives don, State leader of home demonKenneth Prescott, son of Mr. a condemnation suit for the pur- sion Department has pledged miles of Caldwell county roads port. Cows bred April 19-25 bee University.
stration work, will be included in and Mrs. Howard Prescott, has pose of widening the Varmint its support in helping farm peo- will be included in the largest long to Howard Bennett and J.
S representatives met with the program. Reports of Federaaccepted a position at Princeton Trace between South Seminary ple become more aware of the single letting in the history of J. McCormick, Kuttawa; Charles
ounty board, the city board, tion work will be made. Mrs. Shoe Co., and began his new and South Cave streets. The
dangers of cancer and to co- the State Department of High- Hester, Eddyville; Larue Newmembers of Citizens Corn- Earl Ewin, district director, will duties Monday, it is announced widening of the street will abate operate with the American Can- ways May 13.
som, 3, Lloyd 0. Stone, 2, H. A.
to discuss the situation.
preside.
by Billy McElroy, manager. Pres- a hazardous corner at the Cave cer Society in its educational
Contractors' bids on 500 miles Travis, T. H. Brown, Jim Mordefinite steps were taken
cott, a graduate of Butler High street interseection, it was said. program.
of roadwork in 53 counties will gan, L. E. Nichols, Vernon Bur• meetings, it was announcAn incomplete and unofficial
Sochool, has been employed by
chett, Clinton Sivells, 2, Garland
be opened at that time.
Federated Stores since his dis- report of City Assessor W. E.
Caldwell county projects are Tandy, W. G. McConnell, and
Miss
Darnell
Elected
survey has awakened
showing
this
charge from the Army, where Jones was read,
two, one on the east and one Wylie Brown, Princeton; Malple to the knowledge that
he spent 18 months. His wife year's assessment of city proper- Secretary-Treasurer
on the west, for Road 126 from colm Boone, 2, Ralph Hooks and
are things which can be
Miss Katherine Sue Darnell, Tandy Cross Roads to the Trigg Story Bros., Fredonia; Sid Johnis the former Frances Tandy, an ty for taxation purposes will exto improve the schools,"
employe of the Southern Bell ceed that of last year by approxi- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed county line near Cerulean, and son, Marion, and L. B. Bush, 2,
Plans Made By
Pollard, superintendent of
Telephone and Telegraph, Co., mately $1,600,000. A board of Darnell, Route 2, Princeton, has one on Road 128 from Cedar and W. E. Minton, Cadiz.
schools, said. "It will take
Observe
Rotary
To
and they reside on Franklin supervisors, which will meet in been elected secretary-treasurer Bluff through McGowan, Otter
but it is a step in the right
May, will review the assess- of the Student Crusaders group Pond and Cobb to the Trigg
street
Boys And Girls Week
ion."
of Transylvania College, Lexing- county line near Wallonia, counment.
Boy and girl mayors will be
are sure a plan satisfacHoward W. Hardaway, Louis- ton. A freshman, Miss Darne'l is ty Judge Clyde Wood said.
to the people of Princeton elected for Princeton as a part Dr. Brinson Speaks
ville, who made a complete majoring in religious education.
Caldwell county will be of Boys and Girls Week spon- At Rotary Club
audit of the city's records for She is a graduate of Butler High
ed out," Sam Steger, speak- sored by the Rotary Club April
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor 1948, presented his final report, School and was recently piledged Family Supper Planned
To the People
or the Citizens
election will be of Ogden Methodist Church, and a copy of the audit was to Lambda Omega, society soror- By Methodist Church
Committee, 30-May 7. The
conducted by members of the spoke on National Family Week placed on file in the Clerk's of- ity at the college.
A potluck supper for all the Of Caldwell County:
Senior Class at Butler High which begins Sunday at Tues- fice and may be examined by
After careful consideration,
Lamily will be given at 6:30
School prior to the opening of day night's meeting of the Rota- interested persons.
night,
May
4,
o'clock
Wednesday
and
soliciting a nember of my
•olph Is Elected
Russell Sells Cafe
the Week, Bruce Walrond, chair- ry club. Frank Pool expressed
in Ogden Memorial Methodist friends throughout the 25 voting
e And Fish Head
man of the Rotary committee, his appreciation as being selectTo Three Sisters
Church. Children will see the
Magician To Be At
eers elected Tuesday night said.
H. C. Russell last week sold film, "The Hare and the Tor- precincts of the county for their
ed Junior Rotarian. Visiting Romeeting of the Caldwell
his restaurant business on Mar- toise," while another program is support, and being assured of
Plans are for the young people tarians were Aubrey Inglis and Princeton Schools
IY Game and Fish Protec- to go through Princeton indusA !magician will give programs ket street to Mrs. Maggie Wood- presented for adults. Later all same, I hereby make my forL. L. Rudolph, Dawsen Springs.
Association are Ralph Ran- tries, offibes and stores Thursday,
Thursday In Princeton schools, all, Mrs. Gladis Creekrnur and the family will see the movie, Mal announcement as a cansaid.
didate for nomination to the ofPresident; J. A. Creasy, May 5, Mr. Walrond
Russell Goodaker, principal of Mrs. Flora Steehens. The res- "The Family On Trial."
president, and Elwood Cook, Churches will emphasize the Penn Sentenced To
fice of Sheriff of Caklwell
Eastside
Grade
School, an- turant will nee be known as
Ty treasurer. W. D. MITI- young person and his place in 21 Years In Pen
County, subject to the aetion of
nounced. He wil be at Eastside Three Sisters Cafe. Mi. Russe'l
WaS named delegate to family life et Sunday services.
Arthur Penn, accused in con- in the morning at Butler High plans to enter !.nother type of Kiwonis Club Visits
the Republican party in the priague of Kentucky Sportsmary election,
business in thenear future.
Telephone Building
Other members of the Rotary nection with a hitch-hike alter- School In the afternoon.
I was born and reared in
Hodge, cation at Salem with Basil M.
convention, May 15-17, committee are
Bill
Members of the Kiwanis club
fort. A membership drive Oliver C. Allcock and Ted Brooks, Madisonville wool-buyer P. T. A. To Meet
visited the new building of Caldwell county. I am 42 years
Ill
Charles
A.
Lisanby
hP eterted
known here, was sentenced to 21
The Princeton Parent-TeachMr. and Mrs. Alvin Lisanby Southern Bell Telephone Com- old; am married, and have three
soon, Mr. Cook Goodaker.
years in prison on a plea of ers Asisociation will meet at 2:30 left Nashville, Tenn. Wednesday pany Wednesday after the close children. I am at present enguilty to a charge of armed o'clock
Thursday
afternoon, morning, via plane, for New of the business session. R. C. gaged in farming, and have been
At Jennie Stuart
A. Steger is visiting
Mrs. Necie Wade, Route 5, robery. Penn had been given a May 5„ at Eastskie Grade School. York City, to be at the bedside Truck, group manager of South- practically all of my life. I am
Alumni-. Mrs. Ray Ellis, Princeton, entered' Jennie Stuart ride in Mr. Brooks' oar before A report of the state meeting of their son, Charles Alvin, who ern Bell and member of the a member of Cumberland PresMr. Ellis, Atlanta, Ga.
will be given.
is seriously Ill.
club, was guide.
byterian church, V. F. W. and
Hospital, Hopkinsville, last week. the trouble occurred.

Homemakers To
Be On Program

Court Of Honor
Held At Princeton

$375 Collected

In Cancer Drive

c,'S outs To Take
In Circus

•

15(
35(
121(
37(
1/1(
21(
25(
22(
123(
35(
31(
431

......

123(

9 A. M.

750 Raise Notices
Being Sent Taxpayers
Calves May Be
Vaccinated Free
Against Bang's

June Belt Is Saluta. torian; C. I. Henry To
Speak At Graduation,
Lester At Banquet •

Youngest Grads
To Get Diplomas

15(
• 43(
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ools Expect
ommendation

City Plans To File
Condemnation Suit

Boy And Girl To
Be Chosen Mayors

Bids To Be Asked
On County Roads

Most Are Corrections
Of Inequities In County
Assessment, Revenue
Commissioner Says
The Kentucky Tax Commission is sending by registered
mail some 750 notices of raise
to taxpayers of Caldwell county, H. Clyde Reeves, State commissioner of revenue, announced
this week.
These raises, he said, are for
the most part the correction of
inequities in the county assessment after the Board of Supervisors had completed its work.
With few exceptions all raises
are on real estate, • the commissioner said. This action is authorized under K.RS 133.150, he added.
Commissionesr Reeves said:
"The assessments of these taxpayers become final at the revised figures within thirty days.
However, any aggrieved taxpayer has the right to file a written
protest with the Kentucky Tax
Ceinmission at Frankfort within
the thirty-day period. Hearings
will be held at a later date
should and protests be received.
It is expected that these hearings will be held in Princeton.
'The July 1, 1947, assessment
of real estate after the Board
adjourned was $4,341,530. Because of the extremely low assessment ratio and the urgent
need of the Princeton Graded
School for equalization funds,
the Kentucky Tax Commission
applied blanket raises of 40 percent on town lots and 20 percent
on farms and acreages. This increased the county real estate
assessment to $5,586,296.
"The July I, 1948, assessment
made by the county tax commissioner with the assistance of
the Department of Revenue aggregated $8,810,494 in real estate.
The Board of Supervisors in a
reducion of more than 1300 taxpayers cut this figure to $7,568,549-or $1,241,945. A review of
these decreases by the Kentucky
Tax Commission indicates that
very little equalization was accomplished by the Board.
"The last ratio study made
by the Department of Revenue
shows that town lots are assessed
at 27.3 percent and farms and
acreages at 41.8 percent. This is
based on the July 1, 1947, assessment after the respective raises
of 40 percent and 20 percent.
"The goal of the assistance
program in Caldwell County was
to reach the approximate state
level of 56 percent. It was the
express desire of various civic
groups and public-spirited citi(Please turn to back page)

Fire Destroys
Hopson Store
Building Owner
Estimates Damage
Between $5,000-$6,000
Fire of undetermined origin
completely destroyed a store in
the Hopson community last Sunday afternoon. The blaze was
discovered too late for the building or contents to be saved.
Damage was eeltimated at between $5,000 and $6,000 by M.
P'Pool, owner of the building.
The stock of mechandise belonged to Jimmie Kilgore, who
had an apartment in the building. There was partial insurance,
M. P'Pool said.
Mr. and Mrs. Kilgore were at
Kentucky Lake and Mr. and Mrs.
P'Pool were visiting in Confederate when the fire occurred.

Mitchell Clift Asks
Endorsement As Sheriff
American Legion.
I was elected Sheriff of Caldwell County in 1040; served two
years of the term, and was then
inducted into the Army. I was
with 112th Infantry, 28th Division. I was credited with Good
Conduct Medal, Combat Ininfantry Badge, and four Campaigh Battle Stars: Battle of the
Bulge, Ardennes, Rhineland, and
Central Europe. At the close of
the war, I was honorably discharged.
I will attempt to see every
voter possible between now and
the August primary, but know
It will be rather difficult, and
should I fail to see everyone,
I earnestly solicit your vote and
influence.
Sincerely yours,
Mitchell Clift

THE PRINCETON lEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

THE PRINCETON LEADER
PUSLISHEO EVERY THURSDAY
DOROTHY
Aimmimvar•

(iRACEAN M. PEOLliv
ILD,10A AND PUI11,ANLA
Entered as second clans matter at Prineeton. Ky., under

the

Aet of Congress Of

linbeerlption price': In County, $1; In State, 011.60, Out-of-State. RE Cardi of cents a
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Iteeolutions

getting in October would buy
By Clarke Beach
i Washington-Will spring bring no more than $31.23 in 1939.
another round of wage increases?
The Labor Department has figHere are some of the questions ured out that the average factthat will have to be decided at ory worker, although receiving a
the conference tablesraise of 128.1 percent since 1939,
Workers' representatives will has gained only 300.9 percent in
purchasing power. The bituminkeep- ask:
With approval of low bids already re- ping out the weeds of trouble and
Have raises up to now met the ous coal miners have increased
These
stirred.
interest
of
ground
ing
the
rise in the cost of the living? their purchasing power 83.2 perceived from the U. S. Public Health servmen deserve every bit of credit that we Have they been enough to pro- cent.
ice and approval of the RFC loan expected
vide the worker with his share
can give them.
-Burt some other kinds of emof the growing output per man
momentarily, Caldwell countians can now
They have to be backed up another per hour made possible through ployes have done much worse.
feel sure the long-dreamed-of hospital way, too. Pledges made to help in financ- technological and other ad- Brokerage house employes' real
wages went up only 3.6 percent.
will be a reality.
ing this great project should be paid, and• vances?
The real wages of employes of
ask:
Employers
will
There is still a lot to be done, even be- immediately.
insurance firms have dropped
• Is business good enough and
fore actual construction starts, but the
It would be a tragedy if this dream is, the outlook favorable enough 14.9 percent.
The President's Council of Ecogroundwork has been laid.
should burst because people, not really to justify giving wage raises? If
Advisors said In its yearnomic
employes
raise,
forced
a
would
Right here and now we want to hand meaning to welch, just don't get around the
industry have to raise prices, thus end report: "Substantial wage
had
pledges.
the
who
have
off
to paying
out a bouquet to the men
adding another turn to the rising increases are still called for in a
The committee is asking that pledges spiral of inflation? If prices could number of instances where wages
to do the planning, confer with architects,
study bids, and above all, do the worrying. be paid on the days specified when the not be raised for fear of losing are substandard." But the cotinWe are talking about Tom Simmons and pledges were made. If you want to pay buyers, would employes have to cile added: ."Pushing for the
off to keep the business highest possible wage advance is
his faithful committeemen, Judge Clyde them earlier, so much the better, but be alaid
dangerous to the economy in a
profitable basis?
on
Gregory,
R.
S.
lag.
Young,
please
don't
Ed
John
Wood,
CIO economists, In the latest period when that advance necesIf this is done, then almost before you issue of the CIO News, already sitates even higher prices."
Judge G. G. Harrelson, Wylie Jones and
know it, there will be a real Caldwell have called for wage raises. One
S. J. Lowry.
They have had a tough row to hoe County War Memorial Hospital on the big employer already is committed to an increase-General Motsince the hospital was first thought of, Eddyville Road, not just a dream.
ors. The contract which the autoP. S. mobile manufacturer made last
and they have hoed it diligently, chopyear with its 270,000 production
workers provided for a 3-centsan-hour raise on May 29, 1949.
This is for increased productiviThe Leader is authorized to
ty or, as it is called by some, "the announce the candidacy of Glovannual improvement factor". The er J. Lewis for sheriff, subject to
recent cut in wages which GM
Before the use of automobiles became Webster and John C. Calhoun into a employes took was an adjust- the action of the voters at the
Democratic Primary election, Satgeneral around the University of Ken- trinity of authoritative eloquence-the ment to the lowered cost of
urday, Aug. 6. 1949.
another provision of last
• •.
tucky and Transylvania in Lexington, young law students of a few years back
year's contract. But the productipermitting students who were strangers. could imagine Clay thinking into form his vity raise
The Leader is authorized to anhas nothing .to do with
nounce the candidacy of Hylan
to the environments of the capital city most enduring speeches while he walked the cost of living.
Mitchell for sheriff, subject to
of the bluegrass to drive through the
in
a
large
Workers
number
of
the action of the voters in the
the farm, to watch his sleek colts smaller industries
about
observe
afternoons
to
Sunday
are getting Democratic primary, Saturday,
country on
and admire the tranquil settings of fine grow into maturity, and the bluegrass raises. The Department of Labor Aug. 6, 1949.
this in its monthly re• • •
homes, a favorite short trip was to stroll shimmering in the sun. There when he reveals
port, Current Wage DevelopThe Leader is authorized to
out East Main street in groups to the was practicing law in downtown Lexing- ments. Of 435 contracts reviewed announce the candidacy of Wilhome of Henry Clay, and spend an hour ton, the master pleader found it advan- in January and February issues, liam L. Jones for State Repreor two roaming about "Ashland." In tageous to get away from the city to the raises were granted in all but 13 sentative, subject to the action of
Clay's time-he died in 1852-the brick open country that was conducive to study. cases. But both AFL and CIO the voters at the Democratic
textile unions failed to receive
mansion almost hidden in the trees im- There, where no noise intervened, he wage raises. An arbitrator said Primary election, Saturday, Aug.
6, 1949.
pressed many a first-year student as the could try out the words he used so well business conditions were such
• • •
that
pay
raises
had
read
would
be
likely
to
ideal place for a scholar, as they
and fit them into the framework of an
The Leader is authorized to anthat Clay was, and then some distance almost irrefutable legal argument, or result in lay-offs harmful both to nounce the candidacy of Sid Satterfield for the nomination as
from the city it was a place that invited there prepare for the next session of workers and employers.
And the United Shoe Workers sheriff of Caldwell county, subone to halt, to loiter until the early fall congress when he felt there would be (CIO) sought a raise from 70 ject to the action of the voters
afternoons waned toward twilight.
many displays of rhetoric.
Massachusetts shoe manufactur- in the Democratic primary, SatAnd having seen pictures of Clay it
Today's "Ashland" is alive with mem- ers but failed to get it. The Amal- urday. Aug. 6, 1949.
• • •
was an effortless pleasure to go again and ories of those other days. Soon to be a gamated Clothing Workers (CIO)
The Leader is authorized to
again, out the street, passing on the north memorial by purchase and direction of asked for no increase. Increases
granted so far are not all "fourth announce the candidacy of Mack
side Bell Place, stately and serene as if a the Henry Clay Memorial foundation, the round". It's the fifth raise since Rustin for sheriff, subject to the
royal family lived there, and then out majestic old home will be the mecca for the war's end for some industries. action of the voters in the Demobeyond other expensive dwellings, and up many tourists who come that way in va- only the first or second for oth- cratic primary election Saturday,
August 6, 1949.
the slope-not a hill for the ascent was cation seasions, and for first-year stu- ers.
All eyes this spring will be on
• • •
gradual-to the entrance to the grounds dents in the two universities who retain,
the Consumers' Price Index of
The Leader is authorized to
of the Clay mansion. That first view of if less volatile, the impulses that have stir- the Bureau "if Labor Statistics. announce the candidacy of
the interior-of the acreage not the ted echo& boys through the years to find The index, which is a measure of Hampton Nichols for jailer,
house-provoked thrills that moved many in the old Clay home a heritage of easily- living costs, has dropped to 170.9 subject to the action of the vota young student to write a long letter aroused inspiration. There has always from its all-time peak of 174.5 ers at the Democratic primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
home in which pages were required to been a park-like expanse about the fron- last August.
Since 1939 the average weekThe Leader is authorized to
pen his impressions. There were other tal acres of the "Ashland" estate. It
ly wage in manufacturing indus- announce the candidacy of Fredstrolls, through the business district, that should have, since the death of Clay 97 tries has increased from $23.86 erick McConnell for Sheriff, subincluded livery stables from which horses years ago, been a reminder of the man to $54.54 as of October 1948. The ject to the action of the voters
were being led saddled and ready for a who lived there and identified himself rise in the wages of bituminous in the Republican Primary, Satride, away from the metropolitan air and with the Kentucky that only six years coal miners has been perhaps urday, Aug. 6, 1949.
on into the soothing quiet of the country before his arrival from Virginia had been the most spectacular - from
$23.88 a week in 1939 to $76.40
America's fastest jet fighter
that must have appealed to Clay.
transformed from a few counties into a last October. In terms of real plane is said to include between
One of the three greatest orators of his state.
wages, however the workers 500,000 and 600,000 parts.
time-as historians link Clay with Daniel
have not improved their lot nearApproximately 27,000 pounds
ly so much. The $54.54 which of aluminum go into the makthe average factory worker was ing of a B-29.
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By W. 0. Rogers
THE GOLDEN WARRIOR, by
Hope Muntz (Scrdbner's, $3)
"Great sins are for great men,"
the Norman William Bastard declares as, grown in a single day
to William Conqueror, he reflects
on his bloody victory over England's King Harold at the Battle
of Hastings. The field is strewn
with mangled bodies, the victorious invaders despoil the corpses,
and William speaks in reply to
the question of William Malet
who, like his own conscience, asks
him to swear that he believes in
the justice of his cause.
Great sins, great men and moral
issues as fine as a ha.r yet sharp
enough to split a kingdom compose this historical novel . . . as
common as dirt iti Jeing a his-

torical novel but very' rare in
betng a really good one. This
graphic and vivid chronicle opens
in the days of good King Edward, who was not enough of a
saint to refuse to take Edith, Godwin's daughter, as his wife but
who was too saintly to leave an
heir.
Godwin was a commoner, but
he was the power behind the
throne. The crown which he
could not set on his own head he
hoped to bequeath to his son Harold, though other men pretended
that it would fit them better, in
particular Norway's King Harald.
Sigurdson and the rude King William whose low shores could be
seen from the high cliffs of
strongly fortified Dover.
Harold had a hand-fast wife,
Edith Swan-neck, of too ignoble
lineage to become queen. He had
a brother, Tosti, and another,
Wulfnoth, whose sacrifice must
be weighed against England's wel-

fare. lie had Popes to i.
with the advice of I
Wulfstan, he had ti,,
from him by Willis',
as a bar to his
duty, or the high calling
Heaven had summoned has
there was always the
heritage
his own father's wiekedsesL
Out of a welter of passiont
bridled aspirations, rivalries'
hatreds, ana Out of deep
and love, Miss Mentz tubs
gripping tale. As grim at'
Itself, it peels off of th„
stark and bald; spear
55:
clatter and clang in your
it's the Norman Conquest, al
history, and October in
come to life.
In one day, rf5,000 gallon;
gasoline are consumed at
Guardia Field.
The highest recorded
reached by a human ass
395 feet, achieved in a b
ascension in 1935.

L

Political
Aouncements
nn

By Ewing Galloway
Civic-minded Kentuckians will like this
story, even though it comes from North
Carolina.
Macclesfield, population 367, was just
an ugly spot in the road when, 2 years
ago Mrs. J. E. Wright, a physician's wife,
read about a prize offered by Better
Homes and Gardens magazine for the best
job of community bef.utification. Recently
Macclesfield won first prize, $1,000, for
cities under 10,000 and the $1,000 sweepstakes.
The village was dingy, dilapidated and
dirty, and without a church when Mrs.
Wright started a clean-up campaign by
telephoning women of the community
twelve of whom joined her as charter
members of a• new civic club. Says an
Associated Pres correspondent:
"The first public meeting brought out
35 women. They set up a six-point program, a debris-removal campaign, a home
improvement contest, remodeling of an
old townowned building into a community house, adoption of a town shrub and
tree and get them planted, improvement
of the business section and backing. the
town board in any improvement projects.
"Then the women ran into trouble.
None of the merchants along the main
street, a block off the highway, *anted
to tear down his rusty wood and tin
marquee. They had been there for forty
sears. Finally, the husband of a club
ember took his down. Another followed.
len progress lagged. It took a snow•irm to bring down the third. But that
rted a rush and all disappeared.
Meanwhile, the finance committee was
' y. W. W. Eagles, banker, started off

a dinner with a $25 contribution. A few
others followed suit. That money let the
group offer prizes in home improvement
contests. But the money didn't last long
when they started on the community
house.
"Business men contributed. A town
square dance cleared $100. A Brunswick
stew sale raised another $100. A dozen
other stunts brought in a little here and
a litle there. Altogether, the community
house project cost about $1,000.
"The end of the home improvement
contest found five homes remodeled,
eleven repainted, ten yards graded, five
houses underpinned, hundreds of shrubs
planted. Rotting shacks were torn down.
Junk piles were cleaned up.
"Spurred by the women's work, the
men built a basketball park with stands
to seat most of Maccelsfield's population.
The city fathers started regular garbage
collection for the first time. The postoffice came out of the back corner of a
general store and into its own new blinding. A new Presbyterian church was built.
Plans are ready for a Christian church."
•
Two Turks are said to have made the
first cigarettes ever manufactured in
America, in New York City, in 1867.
•
Experiments show that cockroaches
will stop entering sections of an enclosure
where they have been frequently shocked
by electrical charges.
•
The first coffee house is said to have
opened in 1554 at Constantinople.
•
Cigarette production in the United
States readied one billion a year in 1889

at any pharmacy and ask for a quarter's worth of arsenic, °sale.
acid, bichloride of mercury, or some other violent poison for household
use.
The pharmacist will ask what you plan to use the poison for, how
you intend to use it, and whether you know how deadly it is. Even
though he is legally permitted to sell poisonous substances, he will not
do so unless he is convinced that it is in the public interest, and the
facts in each case are weighed individually.
If he is satisfied that you live in the neighborhood, that you want the
poison for a legitimate purpose that could not be satisfied by a lea
dangerous substance, that you are fully aware of its lethal character,
and that you kn6w how to use it properly and safely, he will get out his
Poison Register. In this book he will enter the date, the hour, your name
and address, the name and amount of the poison purchased, and a statement of the purpose for which it is to be used. Ile will then ask you to
-sign the register to verify the information he has recorded.
Then, and only then, will he sell you the poisonous substance you
desire.
Thus does the pharmacist surround the sale of poisons with every
possible precaution against misuse due to ignorance. I le makes sure
that you are under no misapprehension as to the dangers in their Use
before he Sells them.-Repristerl front a copyrighted advertisement published
Perke,Davis & Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

Vote

.
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"Why should I?" you ask. "Does the
type of rail carrying Illinois Central
trains help me buy meat for my table
or shoes for my youngsters?"
Pause for a moment and consider
these facts.
On the left appears 90-pound rail
of 1921; on the right, a 132-pound rail
of today, 46 per cent heavier and several times as strong.
Today's stronger rail makes possible
the operation of heavier, faster trains.
These trains handle freight so efficiently that the average freight rate
last year was only lOtA per cent higher
than in 1921, although the average
waste paid Illinois Central workers

more than doubled and today's l2.
pound rail costs more than twice as
much as the 90-pound rail did in 1921.
Only improved equipment and operation prevent today's high material
and wage costs from raising freight
rates to corresponding levels.
The same improvements also enable
40,QUO Illinois Central workers to earn
more by prtalucir,g more.
With this combination of good men
and good machines, the Illinois Central will continue to serve Mid-America
and to earn your continued friendship
and patronage.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

ITS THEREIN THE OIL
THAT GIVES YOU EXTRA PROTECTION
Ordinary motor oils alone aren't tough
enough to meet the challenge of modern
engines and present-day driving conditions. It takes an "extra" to provide the
comp/etc lubrication protection needed.

Extrinol is the name of the complex chem.
icals which now are added to D-X Motor
Oil. Extrinol makes D-X-long famous as
a top quality, high heat-resisting, paraffin
base motor oil-safer, tougher, longer
lasting more economical to use
Extrinol helps clean your motor and helps
keep it clean, so it can deliver more power
Extrinol protects yout bearings apir!w
rusting, pitting and wear. It fights oil
eating sludge.
D-X Motor (Nil now
with Extrinol, gives you better lubrication,
and extra protection-at no extra cost

Stop in

MID- CONTINENT PETROLEUM
CORPORATION

Get the extra protection of
EXTRINOL for the hot
weather driving that's ahead.
Be sure your motor gets all
the protection it needs-all
of the time. Use D-X with
Extrinol, the guarant,eed
motor oil with the "extra."

Iteenereber D-X lellorleetle• Meter Nei
With The !etre Protection Of
Upp•r-Cylinclor iltriricetioe
At No Retro Cost

If"
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By R. A. Mabry
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College Radio Programs

Modern Kitchen
Saves Walking

Scheduled to be heard at 12:45
daily from the College Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky, over radio
station WHAS are the following speakers: April 25, Dr. W.
D. Nicholls, "Examples of Profitable Farm Management Practices," April 26, Ray C. Hopper,
"Minerals for Beef Cattle;"
April 27, W. E. Jackson, "Forest
Tree Cropping on the Farm;"
April 28, Miss Ida liagmsn,
"Let Dry Suds do the Work,"
and April 29, Robert H. Ford
"Questions from Farm People."
At 11:50, April 30, Miss Zelma
Monroe
will discuss "Homemakers Plan Better Recreation."

The decline in corn prices and
bailed high cost of producing
crop should have growers
nntng for higher yields an
re in an effort to reduce proion cost a busheL The labor
d machinery costs for produc'15 bushels of corn an acre
very little more than for
35 bushel crop.
To get increased yields select
that is suitable for corn
wing such as level upland or conserve moisture and soil. Culloin and. If sloping land tivate shallow so as not to dist be used for growing corn turb f4der roots and lose moisaches contour cultivation to ture through excessive evaporation. Ordinarily the only need
for cultivation is to control
weeds.
Supply plenty of plant food.
To grow the ears and stalks for
a 75-bushel corn crop 112 pounds
of nitrogen or the amount contained in 350 pounds of ammonium nitrate, 40 pounds of
Dawson Road
phosphoric acid or 200 pounds
of 20% phosphate, and 54 pounds
of 20 percent phosphate, and 54

Princeton Motor

Sales
•

Buick Sales &
Service
• D• All Kinds of MeehaniHark an Cars and Trucks—

•

Call 2408 to Get Your
Car and Delivery

lso enable
rs to earn

More Traction-More Pull
with

good men
nois Cen1-America
riendship

AND MARKERS
GUARANTEED QUALITY

Get My Prices Before

F. DILLINGHAM In (Swim
*1' shop—

ay's 132.
twice as
d in 1921.
t and op.
material
g freight

MONUMENTS

TRACTOR TIRES
esidrnt

400

tiED FROM WELL---- ollOwTrig a harrowing experience
which both were rescued from an abandoned 40-foot ,well near
Des Moines, Ia., Betty' Johnson, 4, sits on the lap of Mrs. Norine
Jamison, 37, at the home of Betty's parents. A rope holding
Mrs.
Jamison broke while she tried to pull Betty from the shaft. Mrs.
Jamison had been lowered into the well after the girl fell in, and
helped the child stay above water until both were rescued. (AP
Wirephoto)

pounds of posasslum or about 100 creased only by buying it as a
needed an acre.
You Buy!
fertilizer and applying it to the
A large part of the necessary soil. Because our soils are denitrogen can be supplied by ficient in phosphorous it ordigrowing clovers in the rotation narily has to be applied as a
and since much of our soil has fertilizer in quantities larger
than is actually needed for a
Princeton, Ky.
a sufficient amount of potash
specific crop so that a sufficient
main
the
problem
keeping
is
the
P. 0. Box 534
Phone 2640
soil high in organic matter so amount will be available to meet
the needs of the crop.
that the potash and other plant
Substantial Increases in yield
foods already in the soil will
be available for use by the should not be expected from
plants. This is done mainly by heavy fertilization of corn unturning under green manure less the number of plants an
crops and by the addition of acre are increased to make maxbarnyard manure. The turning imum use of the plant food.
under of green manure crops, Where 500 pounds or more of a
unless they are legume crops, complete fertilizer such as 8-8-6
does not add plant food but is used an acre on land that
only makes what is there avail- would produce 35 to 40 bushels
of corn an acre without extra
able for use.
fertilizer about 10,000 stalks
Most of the soil in Caldwell
should be planted an acre or 13
county is low in phosphorous. The
inches apart in rows that are 40
phosphorous supply can be into 42 inches apart. Corn should
be planted thick enough to produce ears weighing from onehalf to three-fourths
pounds.
Planting thin enough to grow
arge ears does not get highest
yields nor make maximum use
CALL US FOR
of available plant food.
PROMPT, SAFE

News From The Past

That it doesn't require a big
outlay of money to make the
kitchen of an old house convenient, even when it is 100
years old, was proved by Mrs.
James Kelly Vanhoose of Johnson county. From a homemakers
club lesson called " Thirty-eight
Ways to Save Steps," she got in honor of her sister, Mrs. Kenenough ideas to save miles of neth Loyd, of Rosiclaire, Ill.,
walking in the course of a year. who is visiting her for several
"The kitchen doesn't even look dhys.
like the same room now," said
Spring flowers were used In
her neighbors, some of whom profusion in decorating the athelped her.
tractive living room and here
The first change was to take five tables were arranged for a
out a coal-burning range, as Mrs. round of games. Following
a
Vanhoose now uses an oil stove series of interesting games,
for cooking. Next, a pantry prizes were s w a rded
Miss
"boxed" to one wall was torn Gladys Pickering, Mrs. Tony
out. With these changes, Mrs. Hors, Miss Mildred Eblen and
Vanhoose was able to take the Mrs. Loyd.
refrigerator from the diningThe following guests enjoyroom. Using a table and apple
boxes, she devised a work sur- ed the evening. Mrs. Niles Jackface and storage space for sap- son, Mrs. Bill Oldham, Miss
plies where they would be con- Gladys Pickering, Miss Virgie
venient. Then at one end of the Barnett, Mrs. Sam Randolph,
room, she placed a breakfast Miss Charlton Gresham,
Mrs.
table and chairs.
John Pettit, Miss Rosemary
There has been unusual inter- Downs, Miss Mildred Eblen, Mrs.
est in kitchen imporvement, said Tony Horn, Mrs. W. L. Cash,
Home Agent Miss Thelma Mere- Mrs. Louise Kevil, Mrs. Davie
dith, every homemaker attend- Baker, Mrs. Clarence. Ulmer,
ing the lesson doing something Mrs. Clifton Hollowell, Mrs.
to make her kitchen more con- Hearne Harrelson, Miss Mary
venient.
Wilson Baker, Miss Mary Loftus, Mrs. Presley Jorden and
Only 30 adult bloodhounds are Mrs. Kenneth Loyd.
reported left in England.
• • •
April 19, 1929. Miss Lorena
Today's bloodhound is besrdrick, Scottsburg, returned
lieved to be descended from a home from Louisville last
Sunhound brought across the Chan- day, where she had been
spendnel by the Normans in the 11th ing a few weeks with
Mr. and
century.
Mrs. Clyde Hardrick.

LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE

STANDARD OIL CO.
Princeton, Ky.

Watch Out!

Watch Out!
"THE
YOUNGER BROTHERS"
ARE COMING!

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
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Plus These Short Features!
DONALD DUCK COMIC
NEWS OF THE WORLD

Ratliff Hdwe. Co., Princeton
T. R. Akridge, Fredonia

Transplanter or Plant Setter

i

.
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Looking
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NEW IDEA
Arnold Ligon Truck Line

$

1
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SATURDAY, APRIL 30

Authorized A int For

Come by to see us.

HUGH CHERRY, Agt.

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

watch out!

.4.

W. R. ALLEN

•The deep, interlocking grip of
ATLAS Tractor Tires gives your
tractor less slip—rhore traction and
more pull. They assure you smoother
riding, and save machinery by giving
greater cushion against shock. We
have ATLAS Tractor Tires for your
make and model tractor.

IL

April 199, 1929. Mr. and Mrs
'Fred Easley and son, Ross, Jamas
Perry and Reginald Hubbard
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those and Mr. and Mrs. Archie Mc
who muds up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost Gregor Bethany, were Prince
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- ton visitors Sunday.
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
• • •
feature. The art,jcles are reproduced lust as the Princeton regeostPril 19, 1929. Mr. Robert
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
Binkley, or Carmi, Ill., was the
April 16, 1929. Mrs. J. 0.
April 19, 1929. Elvira Wright, guest of
his aunt, Mrs. Ivan
Hardin entertained it delightful Scottsburg, spent last 'Friday
H. Bennett and Mr. Bennett,
group of friends at the home on night In Princeton.
Fredonia, several days recently.
Brown Street Thursday evening

MUSIC SWINGING WITH A ZING!
ACTION THAT'S GOT EVERYTHING!
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ADDED ATTRACTIONS!
ANIMAL CRACKER CIRCUS
NO. 11 "SUPERMAN"

SUN. & MON., MAY 1-2

%momminsioNS

SHE OVERHEARD THE / is
PLANS FOR HER OWN
DESTRUCTION! '

,

.

BARBARA

* The solid covering of
BPS House Paint is one
of the outstanding features ... it really does a
perfect job of hiding
the dirty surface.
* The pure, clear toned
non-fading colors give
that beautiful, long-lasting fresh appearance.

comSlex chemto -X 101°I
long fowu51.11
isting. ParIffill
tougher, longer

* Plus 2 to 3 years of
extra protection ... and
the feeling of pride that
comes from using th•
best . that's BPS.
* White —BPS 218 White is
the Whitest of Whites and
It stays white for years.

to 95e
tor and heir'
'ver more rive'
• rings agal
r. It fights
owl'
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• Cr I u bricat
no extrs cl3st
pETROLEIJ14
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ONLY
$4.95
PER GAL.

' STAN WYCK
BURT
LANCASTER
Starts Your Plants With A Vigor That Assures
Earlier and Larger Yields...
Used by farmers, tobacco growers, market
gardeners, nurserymen, and florists.
Handles all transplantable crops and can be adapted
to all methods and characteristics of planting. The standard machine comes
equipped with a set of pack wheels,
two marker bars, two plant boxes and tractor
hitch, or two horse hitch. Weight 718
lbs.—width, overall, 4' 3"—length without hitch,
7' 10"—water tank capacity, 55
gallons. Tread of rear wbeels-431.i", size 5" x 30".

Durable construction, simple in design, easy accessibi
lity. These characteristics are combined to give successful use in in
setting plants under almost
every condition. A driver and two boys can
set from 3 to 8 acres a day
with the NEW IDEA transplanter . . . A
real profit maker.
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Added Enjorinent!
COMEDY—"ROLLING DOWN TO RENOPARAMOUNT NEWS
e

TUES. & WED., MAY 3-4
A King-Sized Musical Wonder . . . Glittering With Song.
Romance, Laughter ... and the Skating Magic of-SONJA

HENIE

starring in

"COUNTESS OF MONTE CRISTO"
with
MICHAEL KIRBY — OLGA SAN JUAN
and ARTHUR TREACHKR

THUR. & FRI., MAY. 5-6
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BEST PAINT SOLO

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Court Square

\

Phone 2585

Young Hdwe. & Implement Co.
FREDONIA, KY.
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Goodaker Winner
In Rifle Contest
Match Sponsored
By Fredonia Junior
Conservation Club
Winner of the Junior Conservation Club's rifle contest Tuesday, April 19, at Fredonia High
School was James Goodaker.
Randall Dearing and Preston
Morris won in the two-man team
division, and in the four-man
team contest the winning team
was composed of Bobbie Jenkins,
Shelby Sigler, Billy Morse and
James Cartwright.
Bobbie Askew was" Moskeet

AT

winner. Randall Dearing was
high man in the casting contest.
Participating in the shooting
match were Billy Morse, James
Burto n, James Cartwright,
Shelby Sigler, Bobby Askew,
Preston Morris, Lewis Felker,
Randall Dearing, Gerald Sigler,
John Turley, James Goodaker,
Burton Strong, Leo Hill, Kenneth Bright, Kenneth Menser,
Howard Rowland, Wesley Grimes
and Bobby Jenkins.
A number of Junior Conservationists plan to attend a club
camp to be held in June at Kentucky Lake. At the camp they
will be taught how to conserve
wild life, fish, swim, camp, take
care of camping equipment, and
boat and will be taught the

PENNEY'S

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

SPECIALS
WONDERFUL VALUES

--can develop into something mu,
more serious for the prevarica- E. Fish, "Four-H Dc:1.,
tor and his family.
t"Rionuar;" May 4, Rp
arlo
p hgra.11.;:it:
"Rural
College Radio Schedule
5, C. D. Phillips, "Out;.
Speakers from the College of Lambs," and May 6, Robert I
Methodist Church To
Agriculture and Home Econotn- Ford, "Questions
from
Observe National
les, University of Kentucky, to People." At 11:50
May 7,
Family Week
be heard at 12:45 daily over Verna Latzke will diseuss
In observance of National
radio station WHAS are: May 2, "Homemakers C,unty-w,d,
Family Week, May 1-8, as well Earl Welch, "Land Use and Achievement Day."
as Go-to-Sunday-School Day,
Sunday, May 1, the children and
young people's division of Ogden Memorial Methodist Church
will have a special program Sunday in honor of their parents.
Parents are urged to attend
the Sunday School program at
Church School, 9:45 o'clock,
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor,
said.
At the worship hour, 10:45 o'clock, there will be special music
From 1 to 6 o'clock
by the children's choir, the youth
choir and the adult choir. Dr.
Biiinson will preach on "Home
Builders Are World Builders."
A film, "Unto Thyself Be
True," will be shown at the
Princeton; Ky.
night service at '7 o'clock. This
film shows how one small lie

Youth To Present
Program Sunday

Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Lacy Keel
Funeral services for Mrs. Lacy
Keel, Marion Road, who died in
a Paducah hospital Monday, were
held a White Sulphur church
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mrs. Keel is survived by her
husband and several children.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.

Russell McGuirk

SPECIAL - - CHILDREN'S MATINEE

Funeral services for Russel'
McGuirk, 50, retired IllinoiCentral Railroad machinist, whdied last Thursday at I. C. Hos
pital in Paducah, were held her,
Saturday afternoon.
Servkes were conducted In
the Rev. W. W. Williamson, pastor of the First Presbyterian
church of Paducah, at Brown's
funeral home.
Burial was in Cedar Hill cemetery.
Survivors include his widow,
, two daughters, Nancy and Caro-

Saturday Afternoon, April 30

PAGE BROS. SHOWS

Game and Fish Laws of Kentucky and the United States.
The Fredonia club is working
in co-operation with the Fre- PRINCESS ANNE AND DA( DIFt Elt
donia chapter, Future Farmers Parma, wife of exTKing of Romania, holds their ciaughker, Princess
of America, and is not sponsor- Marguerite,, at theft' home,"La Petite Grangette" (The Little Barn)
ed by any Senior Conservatan at La Conversion, near Lausanne, Switzerland. Princess Marguerite
Club, Herman Brenda, sponsor, was born March 26. (AP Wirephoto)
said. Mr. Brenda is agriculture
representative of the Mississippi
teacher at Fredonia.
Corporation, which
Chemical
build
the plant.
plans
to
ACTUALLY, YOU CANT
The object of the plant is to
WALK ON CLOUDS-BUT
assure farmer stockholders of
BY DRINKING THAT GOOD
Group To Discuss
an annual supply of nitrogen
HEALTH GIVING MILK OF
fertilizer, Mr. Brown said. The
Mississippi Ammonium
PRINCETON CREAMERY
plant is designed to produce
Nitrate Plant
YOU'LL FEEL LIKE YOU'
about 120 tons a day, he' said.
Caldwell and Lyon county
The supply of nitrogen fertiliCAN!
farmers interested in joining zer is very limited, Mr. Brown
with farmers in Kentucky, Ala- said. About eight tons were debama, Mississippi and Louisiana livered in Caldwell county this
year, and many of the larger
to establish an ammonium nifarms could have used about 15
trate producing plant in Missis- to 20 tons each, he said. About
sippi will meet at 1:30 o'clock 100 to 200 pounds of this fertilizer
Saturday afternoon, April 30, in are used an acre, according to
the circuit courtroom of the the crop, he added.
Approximately half of the
Caldwell County courthouse,
of the Caldwell County Court- necessary funds for the plant
house, Princeton, M. P. Brown, has been subscribed by farmers
Jr., president of the Caldwell and others in Mississippi, Mr.
County Farm Bureau, announced. Brown said. The plant is not a
Dis-ussion will be led by a co-cperative, he said.
Mr. Brown and R. A. Mabry,
lyn McGuirk, and three brothers, Caldwell county agent, attended
Frank and Will McGuirk of,Lou- a meeting concerning this plant
Iflopce,161•PRINCETON,14Y. isville and George McGuirk of recently in Paducah.
Paducah.
The project, Mr. Brown said,
has been approved by the State
Farm Bureau.

Capital Stock
Company Insurance

Caldwell And Lyon
Farmers To Meet

PENNEY'S LACE TRIM

NYLON
$3.98

RSLIPS

BUY NOW... BUY ONE FOR MOTHER'S DAY

SANFORIZED COTTON PLAIN COLOR
BROADCLOTH

BLOUSES
$1.00 ea.

O'Aucce.tott
CREAMERY,

MEN'S SANFORIZED COTTON BROADCLOTH

GRADUATION GIFTS

SHORTS
2 for $1.00

These handsome gifts will climax the
glamour of graduation and will make
those precious moments live forever.

, New Orleans now has a population of more than 500,000 persons, about double its size in
1893.
Los Angeles is second only
to New York in garment manufacturing.
An automatic machine now
can remove coal from searris and
place it in mine cars.

Fine quality jewelry is a true symbol

Your
favorite
casual style
with
adjustable
comfort
• An adjustable buale strap
has been added to your favorite
Fortune moccasin for easygoing comfort. Try a pair today.

$8.95
SAM HOWERTONS

Gives You Standard Protection
It Pays To Buy The Best
PLAY SAFE - - - CALL US

Princeton, Ky.

Dial 2620

$6 to $20 SAVING

Fredonia, Ky.

of your love and pride for his achievement.

Men's Suits
Luxurious, smart-looking,
100%

wool gabardine,

top-notch

tailoring, fine

rayon linings, in the most
Compact, Plastic

popular gray or tan colors.
Greatest value in

TRIETODE MIDGET

Necli

LOOK! Only—
$11.95 "Mahogany"

For Motor or Oars

$14.95 "Ivory"

$132.00 F.O.B.

So tiny . modern. The
perfect "extra" radio. Surprisingly good tone and reception. Come in and
see itt 58415-07

Sturdy. 12-ft. fisherman's
"dreamboat." Easy to
transport, light, maneuverable. Another big
catalog order value.

WALKER'S DRUG & JEWELRY STORE
115 W. Main St.

Phone 3211
Princeton, Ky.

Zone

men's clothing to-

day . . . Style Mart
tropical

worsteds,

gabardines

a nd

spun rayons in beautiful new patterns--

DeLuxe Chrome
Reg. $9.00

HOUSE PAINT

cords . . . summer

Blue, gray, green, tan stripe. Sizes 32 to 44.

and sharkskins.
Ask Us the $64 Question!

DURING SALE ONLY

Gallon 5.45

$6.90
Finest materials assure
extra coverage, beauty
end service at savings.
Wide choice of colors.

Adjusts to any angle. Fits
either side of car. Adds
extra safety In driving
and parking. CR2117

WIZARD
Outboard Motors

More for Your
Money with

I DAVIS TIRES
Guaranteed
at your
Better Performance
estern Auto Assoc. StoreWestern Auto Assoc. Store

Home Owned — Home Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
PRINCETON, KY.

Cool tropical worsteds holds excellent crease.

tweeds . . . rayon

CAR DOOR MIRROR

Wescote Supreme

Slacks in gabardine

PHONE 3414

In Fairbanks-Monte farm eqi ipm en t ad vertising,
seen the slogan "It's What's Inside That Counts."The
next lima you're in town,ask us the $64 question. Ask
us to prove that what's inside any Fairbanks-Morse
farm machine makes it better.
Whether it's a water system,an engine,a light plant,
or a hammer mill that you'll need next, we're sure we
can show you superior design and cones motion...
hidden values which you'll agree make a FairbanksMorse product your best buy.
Am! remessilser—)oss can always get repair parts for
any Fairbanks-Morse product.

Corduroy Jackets in
Spring colors.

Water firottorno • Sump Ptimps •
Fasibto• • night Plan,. •
romp J•ella • Cir.. Sheller* • Illamiranr Mlle • Wftohpr• • Iron...

See our Complete new line of Poll
Parrot Shoes ... black patents,
white, red... Betty Jane
style or sandals.

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
Fairbanks-Morse

$24.15

"Dad 'n Lad Store"
Princeton, Ky.

Mrs. R.e I. Engelhardt, Owner

W. G. Wsktrood MC
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seven pounds two ounces. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Ashby,
Mrs. Paul Dorroh, 200 Morgan
Route 2, Princeton, on the ar- street, and maternal grandparrival of a daughter Wednesday, ents are Mr. ,and Mrs. Thomas
April 20. Bronita Gail weighed Barron Lewis, Owensboro.
• • •
nine and a half pounds.
• • •
Mr,' and Mrs. Wallace W. BenMr. and Mrs. James E. Mc- nett, Fredonia, on the birth of
Chesney, Dawson Springs, on the a son, Elbert Milton, Thursday,
birth of a daughter, Barbara April 14. The baby weighed
Jean, Monday, Ap111 11. The seven and a half pounds.
• •
baby weighed six and a }lett
pounds. Mrs. McChesney is the
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Philformer Doris Jean Thomas of lips, 410 Stone street, on the
arrival of a daughter Tuesday.
this county.
• • •
April 19. The baby, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. been named Jeraldine, weighed
Fralick, 198 Good street, on the nine and a half pounds.
arrival of a son Wednesday,
April 6. The baby, who weighed
eight pounds, has been named
Alfred Norman.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dorroh
on the birth of a son. Thomas
Lewis, Wednesday, April 20, in
(A Sweet Guy
the Good Samaritan Hospital,
—but, oh,
Lexington. The baby weighed
that Collar!)

Loader Congratulates

,
OTg

„all Na, gp and give Items for this pegs to whoever answers th• phone . . . to expedite handling
of the news.

Cecil Brasher, Florence Parr,
WSCS Meets At
Byrd Guess, and J. 13. Sory,
Misses Jane Belt, Dora Young Church Monday
The regular monthly meeting
and Itnogen., Wigginton and the
:s.. Charles
of the Women's Society of
Flower hostesses.
discuss Course 1 of
Christian Service was held Mona meeting, 7:30
day, April 18, in Ogden Memor Judging at
5, WSCS Entertained By
rial Methodist Church: Mrs. C.
a Thursday night, May
Library, of the Mrs. C. H. Joggers, Jr.
A. Pepper was leader of a proGeorge Coon
About 40 members, prospec- gram on "Light In Latin AmeriGarden Club.
ceta Rose and
tive members and friends of the ca." Mrs. Summers Brinson disGeiger received a certifiof
completion
Women's Society of Christian cussed customs and need of refor
of credit
ligious work in Latin American
the
at
recently
Service, Ogden Memorial Mecourse taught
countries.
Lexing•ersity f Kentucky,
thodist Church, were entertained
Plans for the Dogwood at a potluck supper and open
Louisville
Birthday Celebration
'onal meeting in
as the house, April 18 at the home
Mrs. Mary Lou Stroube, Miss
be discussed, as well
H.
of
C.
Jr.,
EddyMrs.
Jaggers,
garden tours, known as vine Road. After the business Tillie Larkins and Mrs. E. L.
Kentucky, sponStroube celebrated their birthn House in
session the program planned for
by the Garden Club of the night was postponed to the days together Sunday, April 24,
at the Stroube home on Cadiz
tacky.
May meeting in favor of the
Road.
social hour. Dr. Summers BrinPresent were Mesdames S. J.
Society
son,
the
pastor of
church gave
onia
Charlie
Larkins,
Satterfield,
the invocation and the benedicMary Lou Stroube and Rubye
•ts At Crider
Society of the tion. The next meeting will be Spurlock, Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Missionary
e
Fre- at 7:30 o'clock Monday night, Stroube and
daughters, Margaret,
t Presbyterian Church,
14, May 16, at the home of Mrs. Nancy and
Sylvia Jean, Miss
i, met Thursday April
Keeney.
Henry
Guess
Tillie Larkins and Messrs. GLIJ
he home of Mrs. L. W.
Miss Nelle Guess, Crider.
Deen and Bryan Stroube.
Mrs. Bill Powell and little
John Abnett, director of
PaduRuth,
of
Dana
daughter,
the
in
education
:gious
ion parish, was a guest. cah, left Wednesday after a visit
Blanche
rs present were Mesdames to her mother, Mr.
.
M. Young, James Landes, Hobgood, S. Jefferson street.
Miss Jane Alexander, W. Main
street,
spent K. E. A. Holidays
u
1setre4tritzt
,
4042
.
1
0
...,4%.,:44a0A110
with her aunt, Mrs. R. P. Alexander, Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil M. Smith
and daughter, Patricia, have returned from a visit to relatives in

Discuss
s. Geiger To
Judging
Show
or
Geiger, president,

Comes cop-ond-gowe time,
you'll want gifts for your grad:
("cites that they will treasure
long after that momentous day.

Rush Him Right
Down To Our

entre o ege, ianvi e, is to present a concert at
-voice c osr o
in Princenight, May 1, at Central Presbyterian Church. Now on its annual toiz the Choir's concert
ton marks one of its several Western Kentucky appearanceis pring.

The dream of every
!vine Wednesday and Thursday Cadets Win Military
young couple — a
I at last week.
new house and a
Academy
At
Ribbons
for
This was the major project
new car. Yet, if someDunbar, nephew of Miss
Neil
the month.
Training School
by
one is injured
M. Dunbar and Mrs. BesThe business session took place Maggie
A training school on home
Mr. and Mrs. N.
of
son
be
Cameron,
both
can
either,
given
report
a
with
lunch
after
10:30
from
nursing will be taught
lost. Why take chance::
o'clock until 3 o'clock Wed- of the social held by the club, B. Cameron, have been awarded
when insurance thronesday, May 4, in the circuit April 2, at Crider school build- Military Bibbons by the Military
ugh this agency can
courtroom of the courthouse, for ing. The minor progect, making Department of Castle Heights
protect you.
leaders from Caldwell county a will, was presented by Mrs. Military, Academy, Lebanon,
present
one
Each
Yates.
a
Hugh
on
based
Mildred
is
award
Miss
The
clubs.
Tenn.
homemaker
grade
average
Kingcade, district supervisor of made a fake will and read it for three-months'
above 85 in military science and
public health nurses, Benton, the social hour.
Members present were Miss tactics and on satisfactory diswill conduct the school. Home
COMPLETf INSuRANCE SFAVV.E
Adamson, Mesdames ciplinary record.
nursing will be the next major G r ic e
projec in homemaker clubs.
Ralph Griffin, Floyd Dunbar,
Harlan Ennis, A. D. McElroy,
Meyers, J. C. Meyers,
Sarah
Lakewood Homemakers
SpickMississippi.
"A warm friendliness is al- Raymond Phelps, W. P.
Harold Creekmur, student at ways developed among people arc!, Hugh Yates, Argel Nelson,
WSC, Bowling Green, spent who eat together,
whether Herbert Williams, Dick Son
last week-end with his parents, around the dinner table or and Cleveland Hays. Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Creekmur, to sip a cop of tea in the living were Mrs. Clyde Jones, Mrs.
John Coleman, Mrs. Will Dunn,
Highland Avenue.
room, said Mrs. B. C. McConnell
Mesdames C. J. Bishop and J. and Mrs. R. V. Hopper, food Barbara Williams, little SamL. Walker and Misses Nancy leaders, at a meeting of Lake- mie K. Williams.
The next meeting will be WedStowers, Sara Demetra Walker wood Homemakers in the home
and Nancy Taylor and Master of Mrs. Roy Rowland, Jr., Mari- nesday. May 18, at the home of
Bobby Bishop spent Saturday on Road, Wednesday, April 3. Mrs. Cleveland Hayes.
and Sunday in Mayfield.
Nine members and four visiMrs. Al Thomas Page and tors explained how to make the Cedar Bluff
daughter. Gay 1 e, Richmond, company meal a success when
Cedar Bluff Homemakers Club
have returned home after visit- they prepared a buffet luncheon met at the home of Mrs. Hering her mother, Mrs. L. E. 0%
at the home of the hostess. Pre- bert Williams Thursday, April
Nsra, and her sister, Mrs. Don paring this type of meal was the 14. Lunch was prepared by all
Boitnott. Mr. Page was here for major lesson for April.
the members under the leadere weekend.
Luncheon was served to Mes- ship of Mrs. Will Pike, Mrs.
H. H. Gates, Cincinnati, 0., dames I. J. Harris, G. H. Sharp, Elbert Joyce and Mrs. Herbert
as the weekend guest of his
Robert Morse, L. M. Sell, Fred Williams.
er, Mrs. J. C. Gates.
After the buffet luncheon, the
Watson, Don McCaslin, R. V.
rs. Steger Dollar, Bowling Hopper, Cook Oliver, Homer meeting was called to order by
een, arrived in Princeton last McCaslin; Misses Wilma Vandi- Mrs. Aaron Cummins. The deThursday for a visit. She and
ver, Clo and Iva Sharp, and the votional and thought for the
Pinisywialenesselk rayon crepe
Mrs. Dique Eldred spent the
month were given by Mrs. Herhostess.
I. Limy steak print is frosted
weekend in Bolivar, Tenn., and
man Darnell.
Memphis, Tenn.
a wimp walla picture. The
The major lesson on foods was
Mrs. A. J. Smith and little Crider
presented by Mrs. Herbert WilCrider Homemakers Club met liams. She gave the club several
kMOdsiti
and A. J., Jr., of Gary, Ind.,
returned home Monday after a Wednesday, April 20, at the suggestions that will help make
siakey he young style
nit
visit to her sister, Mrs. Melvin home of Mrs. Herbert Williams. Ithe "company" meal a success
iss ressisel lensaabitity!
Fourteen members and four She said a menu should be p.an10 se
Sim
meal
visitors prepared the noon
ned so that not more than one
which was served buffet style hot dish must be prepared the
showing the way a hostess would last few minutes and a simple
serve a number of guests with teal should be planned so that
very little trotilkle at anyttrae. (he hostess will not be over-

Collar Clinic
. . For A Set of Practical
PATENTED

"COLLAR
BOBS"
Make EVERY Shirt
a Button-Down
Collar Style!

MARK CUNNINGHAM

Easy to attach and remove—
WILL NOT HARM FABRIC!
A Variety of Jewel-like Colors!

Goldnamer's
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"

l
mi
AVER'S DRUG 81 JEWELRY STORE
Phone 3211

W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky.

Fralick, and family, Dawson tired and ill-at-ease. Sociability
should be the atmosphere of
Road.
.111r. and Mrs. John W. Doolen every meal.
Mrs. W. H. Paal gave an inand daughter, Donna, Chicago,
are visiting Mrs. Hazel Dobbins, structive talk on legal affairs,
explaining homemade wills and
S. Seminary street.
and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor giving a demonstration of a
an Mrs. Fred Taylor spent typical simple will. She also
Sunday in Beaver Dam as guests gave information in regard to
of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Taylor, disposal of estates not provided
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Taylor, by will as well as other legal afand Mr. and Mrs. Marshall fairs.
Present were Mesdames Delia
Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dorroh, Grisham, Will Fike, Herman
Jimmie Dorroh, and Mr. and Darnell, Nathan Bates, Andrew
Mrs. Clarence Varble were in Ladd, Stanley McGowan, Aaron
Lexington Sunday to see Mr. Cummins, W. H. Pool, Elbert
and Mrs Charles Dorroh and Joyce and Tully Choice, Miss
Wilma Vandiver, home demonbaby son, Thomas Lewis.
Mrs. R. T. Humphries and stration agent, and the hostess.
daughters, Ann and Rebecca, The next meeting will be at
and Mrs. Claude B. Wood, 1:30 o'clock Thursday, May 12,
Princeton, and Miss Lurline at the home of Mrs. Herman
Humphries, Cadiz, were in Nash- Darnell.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

$49.95 Coats Now . . $29.95
59.95 Coats Now . .

39.95
Russell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
raisers with excellent results for over 20 years. Year
after year many thousands of chick raisers use Korum
with every brood of chicks they raise.
Russell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
chicks grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Korum
can be used in any kind of drinking vessel.
To get best results start using Kotum with chicks or
poults at as early an age as possible. Get a supply of
Korum Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts $1.75.
2 Gallons $3.00. Gallons $5.00.
1
/

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Flower soft pastels, or spring-bright, vivid shades...
new Humming Bird nylons will set them off to perfection.
They're here...they're lovely...
Choose your new spring Humming Birds now.

15 Denier... $1.65

30 Denier... $1.35

28, Is:
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State To Stop
Illegal Companies
Director Starts Drive
To Halt Illegal
Operation Of Firms
Frankfort, Ky.,—Dirrector of
Insurance Cad P. Thurman this
week struck at the practice of
unauthorized insurance companies, not admitted to write risks
In Kentucky, doing so Indirectly

If you stn.

through reinsurance with other
companies authorised to do bust
nese in the State.
Thurman sent orders to
a"
fire and casualty insurance companies authorized to do business
in Kentucky that this situation
produces "an unfair competitive
position determental to admitted
companies, makes adjustment
of losses difficult, and results in
the loss of tax revenue to which
the Commonwealth is entitled."
"You are hereby advised that
no admitted insurance company
shall be permitted to reinsure,
directly or indirectly, a non-admitted insurer on business or
risks written by a non-admitted
carrier on risks in Kentucky at
rates and forms not in accordance with the filings of the admitted company or companies,"

your house
you may have TERMITES

Welfare

Funds Voted By Special
Session Bring About
Change For Workers
'Frankfort—sAll attendant personnel in Kentucky's five mental
institutions are working on an
eight-hour day now, Commissioner of Welfare A. M. Lyon
said, as a result of increased
funds voted by the special session of the General Assembly.

osts NAL LOANS Wiru

0014• tikotcy HS TO PAY

e)P

Now you can borrow under our
new twenty-month plan. This
gives you extra cash to pay
bills, buy thing, you need, and
do other worthwhile things ...
and spread the payments over
a full twenty-month period.
Phone or corn. in today. You'll
like our friendly service, and
prompt, confidential way eil
doing business.

Good Demand For
Big Walnut Trees

Personnel
Work 8-Hour Day
•

The final changes were affected this week with recruiting
of additional personnel at each
of the hospitals — Kentucky
near
Feeble,
Home for
Training
Minded, Frankfort; Central State
Hospital, Lakeland; Kentucky
Ask For Free Inapt/Woo
State Hospial, Danville; EastSTEGER LUMBER CO.
ern State Hospital, Lexington;
Phone 3715
Western State Hospital, HopkinsAnd...rimed Ilmometanitawasse of
yule—that resulted in attend'P ewe Vale. Tereidaiki Gee.
being placed on an eightArnold Ligon Truck Line ants
As Advertleest bi"elbe Peer
hour work day rather than
Contact
twelve hours.
JAMES D MASHBURN
Princeton, Ky. When the Department of WelPhone 2016
fare staff decided to inaugurate
the change of April 1, it was
explained that the change would
not be made summarily, but depend upon the speed with which
new help was recruited.
Dr. Lyon hailed the move as
one that would tend to improved
conditions at the hospitals, but
also tend toward improved treatment at the hospitals.
FOR CASH THAT PUTS
In addition, attendant personYOU ON YOUR FEET
nel now are furnished maintenOUR 20-MONTH LOANS
ance by the hospitals or furnishJUST CAN'T BE BEAT I
ed an allowance in its stead.

"FLYING ANTS"

• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP •
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

re:
4111e...

DOG LIFTS FOOD BLOCKADE IN BERLIN Z00—"Cora," sevenweek-old lion cub in the Berlin zoo, Middles closely to the protective side of a female boxer. The boxer has taken the role of
foster mother and has nursed "Cora" since her birth, lifting the
food blockade imposed by her mother. "Cora" is the offspring of
the zoo's "Sultan" and 713ussi." (AP Wirephoto)

Contrary to their
amount of black heart wood.
Black walnut wood is used to most bloodhounds are d A
affectionate animal&
make furniture and gunstocks.
Walnut trees grow best on
porous LAI& and
deep, rich
usually betta on north and oast
slopes.
Further information on growing and selling walnut trees or
timber can be had from the college at Lexington.

Care in selling valuable black
walnut timber is urged by W. E.
Jackson, extension forester for
the College of Agriculture and
Home Economies, University of
Kentucky. Despite of ready market for trees, he advises securing bids from three or more reA Frenchman was credited
liable buyers.
with the first free-flight paraSome farmers sell otanding chute jump in Paris in 1797; he
trees, the lesyers doing the cut- jumped from a balloon at 2,000
ting and hauling. This method feet
is satisfactory, Jackson said, it
the owner knows something
about the value of walnut timber and Is willing to accept a
price for each tree. The price
for the tree often includes the
stump. Buyers should be required to fill holes where stumps
are removed.
The extension forester said
small walnut logs do not sell
much better than common wood.
The best timber and prices come
from big rees that have a large

,

Wm. M. MON
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky,
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YOUR TRIP ls
Made More Memos
With the Help of
This Agent for

Top Places For
Logan Chickens
Misses Dorothy and Elizabeth
Capps visited in Evansville, Ind.,
Saturday.
Monroe Powell was a visitor
here Friday night.
Mrs. Oather Capps was in
Evansville, Ind., Monday shopping.
Dewey Pool spent the weekend with his family.
Mrs. Lennie Crowder visited
Mrs. Larue Crowder Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Ozment
and little daughter, Mrs. Maggie
Powell and Mrs. Nellie MeNeeley
visited Mrs. Hester Powell saturady.
Tommie James was in town
Saturday.
Mrs. Ed Chambliss visited her
mother, Mrs. Pete Cummins, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hick visited Mrs. Ida Franklin one afternoon last week.
Mrs. C. McDaniels is slowly improving after being ill.
Mr. and Mrs. George Franklin
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Franklin Sunday.
Ovid Thomas was in town Saturday.
Mrs. Frank Sisk visited Mrs
Hester Powell Monday morning.
Miss Bettie Redden spent Saturday night as the guest of her
uncle, Oather Capps.

For the second time ins the
past few months, Logan county poultry producers held the
first three places among the 10
best production records in one
month. Four others in the county also were listed in the 10 high
flocks of the state.
The 75-bird flock of White
Rocks owned by Mrs. T. L.
Hooper of the Stuarts Ridge
community was first, with an
average production of 25.3 eggs
per hen.

You'll find J. R. Mahan, lik• other employees of Westin
Kentucky Stages, always eager to help In any Way with yes
trip by bus. H. is the senior agent ot Murray, Kentucky and lei
been with Western Kentucky Stages for over five years. Hs II
married and has one daughter. Whether your trip 6e long ist
short, J. R. Mahan has the training and experience to plait mg
trip the way it should be done.

Cmi Illack-Draugld
Help That hll,
Dopey Feefieg?

Whet yew trawl by Western Kaidwiky
News, yew ere sere le entre et yew
destined., whey end se aim NNW dew
ip• by burwe'll WO M

Yes, Black-Draught may kelp that
dull, dopey feeling if the only reason you feel that way is because of
sonetlpatlon.. Black-Draught., the
friendly laxative, is usually prompt
and thorough when taken as directed. It costs only a penny or less
a dose. That's why it has been
a best-seller with four generations.
If you are troubled with suchsymptoms as lass of appetite, headache,
upset stomach,flatulence, physical
fatigue, sleeplessness, mental haziness, bad breath — and if these
symptoms are due only to constipation — then see what Black-.
naught may do fog f01.1. Get a
package today.

State's Wool Crop
May Be Under 1948
The Kentucky Renclerin, Woris will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge

BUILD UP YOUR SOIL

and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

OU

t.1
I

PHOSF'ATE

Crops and livestock
sold off the farm rob
the soil of its mineral
goodness. You CU
restore lost oho,
shoots with ono application of POUR
LEAP Pordered
Rock Phostihate and
incre•se fertility.

PIAA perwents wade wales we

Kentucky's wool production
may be less than the 2,100,000
pounds produced in 1948, thinks
C. D. Phillips, economist at the
Agricultural Experiment Station
at -Lexington. More sheep may
be sheared, but mild winters
usually reduce the weight of
fleeces.
Last year Kentucky farmers
sheared 739,000 sheep, taking off
fleeces that weighed an average
of 8.2 pounds. The average price
was 49 cents a pound, and cash
receipts totaled about $2,500,000.
The 1949 wool program provides a national average price
to growers of slightly more than
42 cents a pound, grease basis,
or the same as last year.

"Not More, But Bet-

THE WONDER ENAMEL
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ter Merchandise"
••sclusively yours
, Incorporated)

WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY! The "Wonder

apply. Dries quickly! Lesvzs
no brushmarks!

Enamel" all America is using
... plus a high quality imported bristle brush ... at
a rare, rare price! Both only
980 Why, the Enameloid

Renewseklfwelswel

Makes weeders& ,
sperldel

alone' regularly sells for
more than that. Don't miss
this great buy. And don't
miss the thrill of seeing
Enameloid work its decorating wonders in your home.
Brightens old furniture.
Gives you stunning, easy-toclean walls and woodwork!
And Enameloid's so easy to

Let us show you how easily YOU can afford a new
styled-in-steel American Kitchen. Now—at no
more cost than similar wood cabinets!
brochure
Stop in for your copy of our free full-color
plan
en modern kitchen treatment and a custom-designed
measurements.
exact
kitchen's
own
your
made to
No cost or obligation.

Like the Jones', countless families keep home ties
warm and close through regular visits by Long Distance
Telephone. It's such a comforting means of keeping in
touch with those you love; such
a quick, easy way to span the
miles: many new circuits and
switchboards have been added
and 90% of all calls now go
through while you hold the line.

Get the Long Distance Telephone habit,"Voice visits" with
out-of-town relatives and friends
mean so much—yet cost so little.

MITCHELL BROS. PLUMBING AND HEATING COMPANY
Phone 3556

Far Mame calms!
Fee Midas & Id&
rem wok!
Ideal Ilakh fer mew
sapaiateil fweiterel
BRILLIANT COLORS
I. incest yew decorating schemes.

MIRACLE
WALL FINISH! GAL

Ask for your FR FE
copy of the NEW
"^•-tE DECORATOR
-41 pages in color
illustrating up-to.tbe.
$3.27 minute 'ideas in home
painting, decorating

PHONE US * WE DELIVER! * CHARGE * C.O. D. *
EASY PAY PLAN
... drop In on a married
daughter miles away

Sessweese, powerhem is rya!bag aria 11011Nesdne i• talk to yea.
Coll awes seesigla 67 Long ftleteee• Telephone.

SHERWINVILLIAM PANTS

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Phan.2751
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culture and Heine Econottio„
horticulturist, University of Ken
tueky. Plants keep well in storage, he told the fruit growers,
.0ne T I in b 1 e county
and grow off rapidly when set.
new
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ry
cold storage made it pos, year wnen they bought Use of
plants before February sible to get plants from the South
having them too admen stored them for • without
straw- advanced. Furthermore, it deAbbott's
Carl
m
„easing plant where the creased the probability of crownawe was 32 to 40 de- borer infestation.
More than half the order was
turnicUty high.
meadation that such a for the Tennessee Beauty varle-
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Washington
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Letter

rge Washington
idol Shop Here ..

•

ither Did He Have A Radio...
But no doubt both he and Mrs. Washington
Id have, had there been a Cayce-Yost in the
Ogs, because nowhere else could they have
d the best in • . .
Wes*,
V with

yoi
,

' and he
eut II,
be Ole e
to plea yea

-:- Hardware
Electrical Appliances
-:- Paints
-:- Sporting Goods
-:- Seeds
Fertilizers
-:- Farm Machinery
• House Wares
d all the other things that make
r easier and better living in our
th Century world.
For All The Things That You
Want Most

Cayce-Yost Company

Planning Subdues
Drudgery Kitchen

By Jane Eads
Time saving ideas luivc taken
Washington—The first census away semi. of the
kitchen drudgin 1790 was simple compared to
ery for Daviess county homethe big nose-count being planmakers *ince they studied ways
ned for 1950. Enumeration of the to
make work easier. For expopulation every 10 years was ample, Mrs. R. la. Phillips of
thought by farmers of the U. the Parrish Avenue club
save,
S. Constitution to be the beat an hour a day by using a lap
way to determine on apportion- table on casters, which
she
ment of membership In the learned how to make.
She uses
House of Representatives.
it when preparing vegetables,
In the first census only the making salads, cleaning the renames of heads of households frigerator and to transport dishwere listed. The lists of names es from table to sink in her
were posted in two public meet- large kitchen.
ing places in each of the districts
Washing dishes requires 35
so that persons overlooked might minutes less each day for Mrs.
add their names. After a time U. Thomas Stuart, leader of the
S. marshals collected the reports Thurston club, since she gets
and forwarded them directly to dishes completely ready before
the President of the United starting to wash, by
stacking
States.
them at the right, working from
Taking of the 1950 census will right to left, and by draining
,require about 150,000 enumera- the dishes instead of drying
tors, who will ring some 40,000,- them.
000 doorbells. They'll ask about Enlisting the aid of her family
60 questions. .They will also to take milkers apart after each
visit every American farm to ask use saves Mrs. Elmo Trunnell
about 200 questions.
of Ensor club 41 minutes each
In addition, 10,000 processors day, or almost five hours a week.
and the latest thing in electronic
machines designed to sort, tabulate and count the questions
furnished by each family will
be used. Although actual counting is a year off, preparations for
the 1950 census, beginning in
April next year, are already in
progress. This work includes:
Development of a time-table
of operations which sets up deadlines when things should be
completed. Deciding on the number of types of questions to be
asked. Making sample tests of
census forms and instruction
manuals in selected areas. Assembling and printing of mor..?
than 1,000,000 maps. Carrying
out a vast educational program
to prepare the public for receiving the census takers and cooperating with them. Training and
organizing the big army of cen..
sus takers.
Many hundreds of suggestions have been made for questions in the census. Some are
"rather odd”, say census director J. C. Capt. Here are a few
suggested for 1950:
Have you made your will? Do
you own a burial plot? Number
and location of dog population?
Likewise cats? Are you a stamp
collector? Do you owe any
money? Do you have a piano?
Do you depend on work for a
living? Actually being considered are questions on income, disease, physical and mental handicaps, radios, potties, travel and
commuting.
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Guessed Wrong
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Old i•port cards are posted,
for the public to read at an exhibition called "The English
at School"
Both Montgomery and Chester-

FR1E
INSURANCE
CALL 111
MARK CUNNINGHAM, Apt
Complete Insurance Service
111 W. Market St.

r

HEAVY JOHN and
JIMMY DOOLITTLE
These Jacks are equipped with indi% idtmlity and by Inheritance to produce better mules quicker and at lower cost

Tomato Plants

Both Are Red Mule Breeders!
Plant some potted
Tomato Plants and enjoy fresh tomatoes much
earlier. We have them,
early transplanted tomato and pepper plants,
too.

A.H.Templeton,
Florist
I

BREEDING STOCK FOR 1949
We are offering the
cites of the two
Jacks we have been owned

2556

2656

BILLY BOY
A proven sire of real pleasure riding horses. Fee: ;15.00—
$5.00 cash service fee with return privilege for the season
Balance of $10 due when mare delivers live colt unless mar,.
is transferred, then season becomes due.
SERVICE HOURS — 9 A. M. and 2 P. M.
Remember, you are always welcome
at our place!

H. C. McCONNELL & SON
Location: 8 miles East of Princeton, Ky., on ruck road
convenient for trucks.
PRINCETON, KY., ROUTE 3
PHONE 3331

9et.le-44 frt
WETTER
LIVING

ty. The heavy planting of this
type is the result of nine demonstrations begun two years
ago when 12,000 plants were set,
said Farm Agent J. G. Dye.

Incorporated

Ram pm a - ROOM by ROOM
"I'd like to have a special CUTISit in the cellar for my power tools,
said Mr. Smith.
"And I'd like to have an outlet right here for a floor lamp, and
a number of them in the kitchen for my electric mixer and ocher
appliances," said Mrs. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are lucky —end foresighted. They're planning their electric wiring while their home is still in the blueprint
stage. Too many people don't realize the inadequacy of their wiring
until after they've moved into their new home.
The time to plan Me wiring — whether you're building or just
remodeling—is before you start construction. Your wiring, Eke
the placement of doors, windows, and heating equipment, shooid

We Guarantee ...
you thecheapestfeed pricesin town!
16% Dairy Feed
Beef Fattener
Laying Mash
Growing Mash
Pig and Sow Ration
Hog Fattener

to follow a trail more than four
days old.
Bloodhounds have been known
to pursue tik quarry 136 miles,
even across water.
In summers of bed drouth,
Indians of the American west ,
at grasshoppers for food.

Valley View
STOCK FARM

$2.88 per Cwt.
2.30 per Cwt.
3.60 per Cwt.
3.40 per Cwt.
3.35 per Cwt.
3.07 per Cwt.

be a pert of the plans.
Go over each room carefully. Start with the living room. You
won't have to worry about where you might want to put floor lamps,
table lamps, electric docks or radios if convenience outlets are properly placed. One rule of Adequate Wiring is to have an outlet every
12 feet on unbroken walls, and at least one outlet on each section
of wall with more than three feet between openings. Then outlets
will always be within reach of the cord on any lamp or appliance.
Now check the bedrooms, the bath, die kitchen.
How about switches? Will you have to crow a dark room to turn
en the light? Do you want your living room switches to operate
some of the Boor lamps? Would you like to turn the garage Sesta
off and on from inside the house? Such conv,piences cost very little
more when planned in advance.
How much electricity will your house need now? A year from
now? Five years? Do you hope to buy • home freezer? An electric
range? On both your present and future needs depends the size of
your entrance wire. An entrance cable of 3-wire No. 6 wire carts
iust a few cenu more per foot, and will save you possible future

When Mixed According to Purina Formulas. Your corn is figured
in at market price plus your hauling charges. You Furnish your own
corn and bags.
We shuck your corn, shell your corn, clean your corn after shelling,
put corn through our hammer mill and mix for you, and we furnish
Purina Supplements that guarantee you complete coverage of
minerals and vitamins. When you follow Purina sanitation program and feed according to Purina recommendations and use Purina balanced feeds you can expect maximum results at the most
economical prices.

replacement.
To be sure, wire AHEAD. All the values of your home—for
living, for selling, for renting — depend on it.

Purina Custom Mixing done by local people from
your own grain.

Send for "Pass the Electricity, Please" a profusely Olutlroted„
non-technical, easily understood booklet on Adequate Wiring.
Whether you're building, remodeling, or just thinking about le,
you'll want this handy booklet. It's yours for the asking. rtil In
and mail the coupon. Or a penny podcord will do.

We have been mixing and selling feeds for 25 years. We know
what you want and how to make it for you.
Cettomer !meek* Department,

Why buy feeds when you can raise and mix
your own?
Come in and let us figure with you on your next mixing job.

Keuttecky UtiIitiel Company,
159 West Maio St., lezIngtoto 3, Ky.

PUICHII mail at once a copy of
••post the BeciricIty. Please."

1.4cm•

PRINCETON MILLS
GARDNER WHITE, Owner
210 E. MAIN ST.

PHONE 2071

UT
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from their home in Louisville.
Louisville.
And Mrs. Nacke
Sgt.
Mrs.
Sgt. Nacke, who has been in the
Dinner guests of Mr. and
Move To Shepherdson
Army seven years, is with the
Ray Blackburn Thursday were:
Sgt and Mrs. Albert Nacke recruiting service here.
POSITIVE RELIEF
weekend guests of Mrs. Ambie Mrs. Linnie Ray and children,
and two son, Eddie Albert, four,
Fuller.
Mrs. Paul Riley and children,
Many Kentucky farmers are and Larry Allen, three, have
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Young, Sr., all of Detroit, Mich., John Ed
MI
Try a Leader C'
STOMACH SUpy
living better than ever before, moved to 604 Sliepherdson street
P. L. Young, Jr, and on, of Thompson, and Mr. and Mrs.
from
the
Col,statement
says
a
Harvey
Stomach
Owensboro, were Sunday dinner James Dale and children.
for
a Tahiti
now available to
lege of Agriculture and Home
YOU is
guests of Mrs. J. B. Sory and
Leaman Lowery, Evansville,
Form.
For many year,,
Economies announcing May 1-7
Ind., spent the weekend with
Miss Dora Young.
necessary to have a
as Home Demonstration Week.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Nichlos, his mother, Mrs. F. G.- Lowery
PrerscripUon to get tie
and family.
Improved living came from highMrs. John F. Rice and Mr. HerStomach Treatment n,
Mrs. Jennie Brasher of near
er incomes, retirment of debts
(ors Formula is
man Brenda attended K. E. A.
guaran.'
Frances, spent the weekend with
relieve Inter Pahl and thi,
and aid given in the home dein Louisville last week.
her eon, Cecil Brasher and Mrs.
monstration program, it is stated.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller, Brasher.
y
go
asusy'
s abe
ndlerhun-cdr'ons
The program for better living
vintiPatel'
Bowling Green, Clifton Appleofr your
and
Mrs. E. C. Harwood
in
is
95
being
councarried
on
gate and Dick Partur, Murray,
daughter, Leilani, Morganfield,
ties, with the aid of 91 home deand Mrs. Amble Fuller were
diet chart that poue,00,
were guests of her parents, Mr.
monstration agents and assistSaturday night dinner guests of
fbolod
ootitohvigaeltniscialnTduseayesobnibelaetilycitcla 0
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Thursants. These agents, with special41-4
;
.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Simpkins,
day.
an
oo
ci sp
tcen:
RuG.
ists from the college, inspired
Frances.
Miss Doria Brown spent the
women to make 118,068 improveMrs. W. M. Young spent sever- weekend with her grandmother,
at
ments in their homes last year.
al days las+ week with her Mrs. Sarah Crtme, Crayne.
furnishings,
Instruction
in
home
daughter, Mrs J. Luke Querter(Rear of C. A. Woodall Ins. Office)
Mrs. Frank Conger and
home management, clothing,
Quertermous, daughters, Marion, were Sunday
mous, and Mr
Princeton, X y
HE R 0—
FRECKLE-FACE
foods and child care was given
afternoon guests in town.
Skeeter McConaghien, 11, awoke to 28,432 members of 1,305 homeMr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson and learned he's a hero, at Oak- makers clubs.
were Sunday dinner guests of lyn, N. J. Skeets had almost
During Home Demonstration
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Henson.
forgotten that he pulled Allen Week, attention will be called to
Misses Helen and Mary Gene
this state-wide home improveCruce, Crayne, spent Friday as Lavin, his 22-month-old cousin ment program thiough maLlfrom nearby Newton Creek lest street window displays, newsguests of Miss Doris Brown.
Mrs. James Roberts and daugh- Thursday, Oaklyn's mayor Mal- papers, exhibits, tours and proter, Sandra, Seattle, Wash., have colm Macnaul and borough coun- grams.
concluded a visit with Mr. and cil hadn't though. They told the
Indictive of the accomplishboy they are making formal ap- ments of farm homemakers durMrs. Jim Brooke
Mrs. Bernice Akridge and Wm plication for a Carnegie Life- ing the past year are these resk •
Imogene Wigginton were Sun- saving medal. (AP Wirephoto) ports: 2,449 homes remodeled,
109 Short Stmet
day afternoon guests of Mrs.
728 water systems and 481 heatNellie E. Burton.
ing systems installed, 7,452
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Whitt and
storage spaces added or redaughter, Patty, Memphis, Tenn.,
modeled, 5,774 families assisted
Ic
spent the weekend with her
in selection or use of electric
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
lights or
equipment, 5,136
Butts.
kitchens made more convenient,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Ray
20,538 rooms papered or painted,
Ni
Evansville, Ind., spent the week8.333 slipcovers made and 10,
end with his parents, Mr. and
725 pieces of furniture added.
Mrs. R. P. Ray.
Almost 23,000 families were
Mrs. Lee Burklow, is visiting
assisted in food preservation.
her sister, Mrs. Bob Hughes
They canned 6,291,633 quarts of
'
and family in Marion this week.
fruits and vegetables and froze
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Hewlett
or cured 5,855,747 pounds of
and daughter, Sue Carol, Drew,
m e a t. Twenty-four thousand
Miss.; Mrs. Winferd Gibson and
homemakers improved the diets
daughter, Lenora Ray, Frankof their families during the past
fort; John Hewlett, Drew, Miss.;
year.
Mrs. Mary Ray Hewlett and
Assistance was given to 26,122
daughter, Peggy, Pfiheeton, and
homemakers in making 125,414
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Jr., and
garments and accessories and
daughter, Sara Ann, Sturgis,
3,312 hats. Home sewers estiwere guests during the week of
mated their savings at $258,740.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr.
Almost 20,300 families were
Mrs. Charles T. Taylor, Bowlaided in family recreation, and
ing Green, spent several days 1,474
families with child delast week with her parents, Mr.
Phone 2075
velopment and guidance.
and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Mr.
Serving as leaders in relayTaylor joined her Friday and ing home
economics information
spent the weekend.
to club members were 14,479
Mrs. Linnie Ray and child- white and 412
Plant stands, Pottery, Plant Boxes ... just about anything that perNegro leaders.
ren, and Mrs. Paul Riley and
children, Detroit, Mich., were Mrs. James Dale.
tains to flowers.
Friday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Lige Campbell, Mexico ie
seriously ill in the Crittenden
County Hospital, following the
amputation of one of her legs
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landes,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Landes
Of, ,
•,,
were Sunday afternoon guests
do.
Table of Gifts for mom that are priced to fit
of Mr. and Mrs. C. y. Williams,
Russellville.
your allowance . . . 25c up. She will love
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Travis
and son, Jimmy. Mr. and Mrs.
these. Come by and take her one.
William Earl Lindsey and baby,
Rose Ann, and Joe M. Lindsey,
all of Benton were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Henson Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and son,
Donald, Mrs Mattie Rice and
Mrs. George *Milroy, were in
Evansville, Ind., Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Scott
2556
and Mrs. Frank Conger and son,
of Marion, were in town shopping Monday.

Improved hying
On State Farms

Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Bowling Green, spent the weekend with his mother, Mrs. Amble
Fuller.
Mrs. Grace Loyd returned
home Saturday after spending
the winter with her s,on, Sigsbee Loyd, and Mrs. Loyd, Elizabethtown.
Mrs. Isabella Yandell and son,
Bruce, London, spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Walker.
Clifton Applegate and Dick
Partin., students at Murray, were

LOOK AND LISTEN!
We have all the top tunes in
RCA
Victor Records and
Radio Combinations.
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PRINCETON MUSIC COMPANY

Bill Mick

74 Pet a FLAT
WALL PAINT
T

Perfect Expression Of "Growing Love

Gieranteed
RADIO SERVICE

,
C7
6

eAli PAPER • PLASTER • WALL BOARD
•SAS-TONER is• genuine oil
paint. Its pelt modern rhocies
bleed perfectly with yeier
41111p104 and furniture, adding
abOrIll mod good best* to *very
MOM

II is denies es eel es eoenessionl.
Mak sod does 00 rue sa.
SAM-PONE* provides *el tied Weil
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Young Hdwe. & Implement
Company
Fredonia, Ky.

1 42" Drain Board Sink.
no fittings included
1 80-gal. electric water heater casing
slightly damaged 10 year guarantee
1 60-inch Double Drain Board, cast
iron sink, less fittings
1 Used Sink, 60-inch,
with faucet and strainer
1 Ice Box,100 pound capacity
in good condition
1 36-inch Attic Fan, new,
Regular price, $89.00
1 New Crown Gas Range,
Was $149.00, now
Add for light and timer . . . $10.00

Pittsburgh 20 gal. gas water
heatiar, extra heavy tank, new
1 Norge Gas Washer
New, was $145.50, now
1 Used Fairbanks Morse
electric Washing Machine
1 Other Used Washer

1

$1.00 up

CUT BOQUETS

$1.50 up

CORSAGES

$1.50 up

WOW DRUG STORE

BARGAINS$19.50

1

BLOOMING PLANTS

1 New Norge Washer
1 12,000 B. T. U. Dearborn gas
heater, regular price $21.00
1 New Shallow Well Pump,
450 gallons per hour
1 Fairbanks-Morse Shallow
well pump,225 gal. per hour

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E.
Main St.

$149.00
$35.00
$35.00
$35.00
$69.00
$137,50
$110.00
$139.50
$49.50
$40.00
$99.00
$15.00
$99.50
$81.50

Phone 3141
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KIDDIES!

A. H. Templeton, Florist

Summer Closin
Notice

0

a

The stores of Princeton will close at noon
Thursdays, beginning Thursday, May 5.
This closing will continue through the months
of May, June, July and August.
One Drug Store of the City will be open during this period

PRINCVON RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION
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that the present financial structure is inadequate and suggested Weather Forecasting
three ways of obtaining more Tried By Use Of Trees
money for the state's schools:
Philadelphia, Pa.— (Al') - An
federal aid, increased and equal- industrial engineer reported liege
ized assessments, and, as a last that scientists at three universiresort, passage of a state salsa ties are measuring the electrical
tax.
Impulses given off by trees to
The U. K. president declared aid in weather forecasting.
ky s school system canBy using a device known as
.. maintained on an ade- that "there is no magic by which
a better schaol system can be an electronic potentirneter to
basis unleaa additional flachieved phort of more money. chart the electrical impulses, the
assistance 10 received, We
must not sell our schools scientists have discovered that
president
Donovan,
of short unleu we are
L,
willing to the trees react to stormsdays in
niversiiy of Kentucky, told sell our country short."
advance of actual meteorological
:It race of tesachers at a
"The teachers of thts country disturbances, a Brown Instru,essxin of the Kentucky have
been patient and long-suf- ment Company engineer disAssociation
1 a dot
uon
fering," he said. "They nave ac- closed.
Louisville.
in
He said the complete parallel
cepted the crumns from AmeriDonovan, retiring presi- ca's bountiful table all during between oncoming storms and
of the K. E. A. warned the war and since. For a decade the trees' electrical pattern wa,
we have paid the teachers, in not yet known, but the electriwhose care we have entrusted cal impulses are believed to be
the education of our children, caused by the reaction of cosmic rays on the growth cells
less than we have paid the
garbof the trees.
age collector, the fireman,
the
policeman, the plumber, the carAbout 65 per cent of all coat,
penter and the bricklayer.
"If the public thinks it can suit and dress makers are logo on treating the teachers in cated in New York.
Half the manufacturers of
this shabby manner and not
reap a whirlwind, its mistake men's and boys clothing are in
New York.

President
s Needs Of
te Schools

41,(NTS FOR

will prove a tragic one.
he
time may come when we will
rue the day of our neglect. There
are ominous signs of trouble
ahead unless economic justice
is given those who are charged
with instruction of our children".
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• for LAYING

FEED
NUNN-BETTER
"7‘e Way
for BIGGER

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

MA
DAM..
IS
THIS YOUR HUSBAND?
(t Sweet Guy—but,
oh, that

Collar!)

Rush Him Right Down
To Our COLLAR CLINIC!

POULTRY PROFITS

COLLAR-BOBS
Makes Every Shirt a Neat,
Button-Down Collar Style!
RART Ti) ATTACH-REMOVE! WILL NOT HARM FABRIC!

NONN-BMER All Mash
made by the Millers of
LINN-BETTER All Purpos•
Soft Wheat Flour.

"Collar-Bobs" Come in a Variety elf Beautiful, Jewel-like Colors

DENHAM'S JEWELRY STORE
Phone 2142

Try New Sweet Spud
Five thousand of the new
bunch-type Porto Rican sweet
potato plants will be given to
five 4-H club boys in McCracken
county for the production of seed
stock. In the fall, each 4-Her
will return a peck of the potatoes to the Yopp Seed Company,
donors of the plants, the remainder of the potatoes to belong to
the club member.

Oldest and Most Reliable Company
in
KENTUCKY
Estoblished 192')

"Our Satisfied Customers Are
Our References"

PRINCETON, KY.
Phones 3226 and 3140

"Termite Specialists"
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
1015 East Ninth St. Phone 1227-W und 775-W

THERE GOES DADE—Ten-year-old Dickie Riedel points with
pride out the window when his father, Dick Riedel, flies over in
the small plane in which he and Bill Barris have already set a new
endurance mark. Dickie is confined to his bed in Midway City,
Calif. with arthritis at the family home, but because of a 65,000
check given them by MacMillan peroleum corporation he can now
get proper medical care. With Dickie are his three pals, Spunky the
dog, Tippy Toes the cat, and Hopper the rabbit. (AP Wirephoto)

Newspaper Raps
Beauty Contests

Munich—(AP)—The
influential "Wuerzberger Bistumblatt"
of Wuerzburg, weekly periodical
for the Catholic diocese of Wuerzburg, has attacked Bavarian
beauty contests.
The "Bistumblatt", with a circulation of 75,000, was bitterly
critical of the selection of a beauty queeen, and printed one article
under the sub-heading "Meat inspection."
"A 'social' mantle is draped
over the half-naked queens", said
the newspaper, commenting on a
beauty contest. "This is publicity
for Bavaria's tourist traffic, In
plain words that means: over
there in Bavaria, in the mountains or in Munich there are
more such beauties, which are to
be had for every Ami (slang expression for American.)"
The "Bistumblatt'l' declared
that a beauty contest was ordered by military government in one
area but that the German local
government refused to conduct it.
Also given a lambasting was a
reported plan to import comic
books into Germany. The "Bistumblatt" listed as evidences of
declining morality in Germany.
dences of declining morality inE
declining morality in Germany
high divorce and veneral
disease rates. 'We do not want
to investigate how far chocolate,
cigarettes and jeep rides were
the cause, nor why girls of that
type seem to hang around towns
like Kitzingen, where a lot of
Americans were stationed," one
article said.

It's An III Pill
Beamont, Tex.— (AP) —Following the rough airplane flight
of the Brooklyn Dodgers from
Vero Beach, Fla., to this city, a
new type of salesman showed
up at their hotel. He had a pill
to prevent "motion sickness."
The Dodgers declined with
thanks.

Trying Successful
Methods Over Again
Methods that last year produced 3,264 pounds of tobacco
an acre for Bill Hall of Washington county will he followed'
again this season, he told County Agent Troll Young.
Before turning a cover crop of
rye and vetch, he broadcast 100
pounds of ammonium nitrate,
200 more pounds being broadcast two weeks before setting.
About 1,000 pounds of commercial fertilizer also were spread
and the plants set about May 11.
They were topped at six and a
half feet, and housed about Sept;
I. Practically no bottom leaves
were lost.
This was the ninth successive
year tobacco was grown on this
land, at least a ton being produced each ye*.

The Most Beautiful Thing on Wheels!
r We are, of course, very proud and happy
that people everywhere are calling the
new Pontiac "the most beautiful thing on
wheels." Pontiac is • brilliantly beautiful automobile
—as handsome • car as ever rolled over America's
streets and highways.
,

*o

But Pontiac's real beauty cannot be fully appreciated
antil you drive tire car yourself. For the new Pontiac
is beautifully engineered,too—to give you a completely
dillerent kind of automobile performance that simply
must be experienced in order to be believed.

Pontiac for 1949 offers a totally new kind of ride—a
ride `as smooth and effortless and comfortable as •
car can be. And either of Pontiac's famous engines,
six- or eight-cylinder, is a sweetheart for power.
Remember, too, Pontiac is the lowest-priced car
in the world offering the ease of Hydra.Matic
Drive. Available on all models at extra cost.
Take a long look at tire next new Pontiac you see—tbs
come in and give the car a really thorough examnation. That's the way really to appreciate why people
are calling Pontiac"the mostbeautiful thing on wheels."

E. Market St.

Phone 3163

Want easy, smooth handling
— not for just a couple of
hundred miles — but ri,tht
from one tube job to the next?
We've got your answer in
Marfak, the tough, longerlasting chassis lubricant that
sticks right to the job fighting
wear and friction. Applied by
chart, never be
chance. Let us
give your car

that "Marfak
feeling." Stop
in today!

Unless especially trained in
aggression, bloodhounds seldom
attack their quarry.

BIG 8-CU-FT
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR

GET THE LOWECOST
MILEAGE OF A
STUDEBAKER '49ER
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AS LITTLE AS
Ever wish every painted surface in your kitchen was
as snowy-white, as easy to clean as the finish on your
refrigerator? You can have Your wish ... with Du Pont
DUCO, the "One-Coat Magic" enamel that stays
white, stays color-bright through years of wear and
repeated washings!

A WEEK
AFTER DOWN PAYMENT
(91 wiseks to pay)
Now's the time to buy • dependable
General Electric Refrigerator--st • new
low price!
• Full 8.1 Cubic Feet1 Gives you onethird more refrigerated food -storage space
than older models occupying the same
floor space!
• Practical Features1 Large freezer compartment. big bottle storage space, roomy
fruit- and -vegetable drawer—and lots
more!
• Dependable; Now,more than 2,000,000
General Electric Refrigerators have been
In use 10 years or longer!

•"My new Studebaker takes for less gas than my former truck to cover a 740-mile route," says one hauler.
•"No expense outside of gas and oil for many months,"
writes another pleased Studebaker truck owner.
• "Studebaker 'lift-the-hood' accessibility saves me a
good 50% in maintenance time," reports still another
man who keeps a sharp eye on costs.
• More time-saving,spine-saving,cost-saving improvements than you ever saw in any new trucks! Check
up now on the revolutionary new Studebaker '49ers1

Come in and see this General Electric beauty today!

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

DUCO is easy to use... flows smoothly.
... dries
quickly without brush marks. You'll finish painting
the kitchen and plan DUCO jobs in every room in
the house!

Ask your dealer for a copy of the
"Transforroagic" book. It's
packed with ideas for turning old
Attic discards into "showpieces."
new

A little DUCO goes along way.Try this economical
"One-Coat Magic" today. In 18 modern colors.

ONLY $1.95 QUART

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
W. Court Square

Phone 2585

Save the surface and.you save all!

Robinson Implement Co.
Hopkinsville Road

Dial 2053

Thursda , A 612
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Evangelistic Service 7.30 p.m LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z.. Cannon, pastor)
Wednesday
evening
Prayer
At The Churches
Services held every second
service 7:00 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Saturday, Evangelistic service Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
B.%le School, 9:45 o'clock. 4
and Sunday morning at 11
7:00 p.m.
Morning Worship, 11 o'clock.
a'clock.
Youth Fe),lowship, a p.m.
CV?, 6 o'clock.
CEN'PRAL PRESBYTERIAN
7:30 Evening Worship.
David W. Schulherr, minister
Morning Worship, 11 am.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
9:45 Sunday School
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
10:45 Morning Worship
William E. Cunningham, pastor FIRST BAPTIST
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
H. G. M. Metier, Pastor.
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
• Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Young People's Service 6:00
OGDEN METHODIST
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

One-Jacket Man, Now

ECONOMICAL TOO!
ONE COAT COVERSI Use Red Spot Casein Paste
Paint on almost any surface . . . plaster, wood,
brick, wallpaper ... with wonderful results.
QUICK TO DRYI In less than on hour walls will be
dry. Yet Red Spot Casein Poste Paint will not "heel
up" In the brush.
Vogue Color Chart makes decorating plans easy.
Select the color you prefer from 76 distinctive
shades.

$3.00 gal.

90c qt.

REGARDLESS OF PRICE THERE IS NO BETTER
PAINT MADE

As

YOUR RED SPOT PAINT STORE
seen in CHARM
WONDERFUL STYLES!
UNBEATABLE VALUES!

FOR SALE: Black special Dedelivery. Mitchell Implement
ltc
Luxe Plymouth, 1,000 miles
Co., Phone 3183.
just like new. Radio and heat
FOR SALE: 6.room house, full
et.. Phone 2480.
I tp
basement, 2 baths, hardwood
NOW AVAILABLE: (1-8-6 and 20
floors, bulit in 1945. Just outpercent phosphate. Immediate
side city limits of Dawson
delivery. Mitchell Implement
Springs on Hospital road. LawCo. Phone 3163.
ltc
rence West, Dawson Springs,
4tp
Ky.
IF YOU CAN SELL and interested in big money, write Da'- FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Mille Cosmetics, P. 0. Box
Cruiser control, shift to Scott198'7, Memphis, Tenn., giving
Atwater. Warm up in neutral
qualifications. Supervisor will
shift to reverse and forward. 4
arrange personal interview and
/
2 h. p. with
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
trainir.g.
ltp
shift. Williams Texaco Service
StationPlum and Main St.
FOR SALE: Wisconsin Choice
tfc
Phone 2445.
Holstein and Guernseys; T. B.
tested and vaccinated for shipping fever. Delivered on approval to your farms in lots of
5 or more. 8 weeks old or
more-$50 per head: 12 weeks
old-$60 per head. Get your
order in for spring delivery
now. Write or wire Merlin J
Rux, Misecoda, Wisc.
13tp

Livestock Market

a precautionary
Lib
Ile.' Si eat which re
measui
cently bit another daughter,
Carolyn Rae, was found to be
rabid. Carolyn Rae, Mrs. Chapel
and Miss Necline Crenshaw, a
neighbor, were also treated
against rabies.

W5133.9
Other Casual St es $3.95 to $6.95
4

Princeton hoe Company
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

THE
We wish to thank our friench
and customers for the patronage
you have given us during our oper.
ation of the restaurant business it
has indeed, been a pleasure to
serve you,and we hope you will con.
tinue to patronize the new owners
in the same manner.

NOTICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
BegInnig
Wednesday, April 27
At 10:30 A. M.
We Will Have A
COMMUNITY AUCTION SALE
and every Wednesday thereafter,
rain or shine, we will sell anything from a steam engine to a
frying pan. This includes livestock of any kind. We have a
good pen and chute to load and
unload. Our terms are $2.00 per
item, whether they sell or don't
selL On that, date. and. every
Wednesday thereafter, we will
sell any and everything at auction. except.. automobiles., and
trucks.
Don't Forget Our
Automobile Auction Sale Every
Saturday.
Beginning at 10:30 A. M.
MAIN STREET CAR
EXCHANGE AND AUCTION
CO.
Owned and Operated By
J. Sam Denny
Telephone 1886
Located 1 Mlle North of City
Limits on Highway 41
Hopkinsville, Ky.

A slight increase in the numDenver-AP-Dr. H. C. Carlber of livestock auctioned was
son, veteran Pittsburgh basketshown this week as compared
ball coach, was in fine form when
to last.
his Panthers dropped a one-point
Prices were about the same.
decision to Denver university.
TOTAL HEAD-1312
He tossed a player's jacket and
Long Few Steers-$23-$25
several towels into the air and
Short Fed Steers-422424
once the officials ruled he was FOR SALE:
6 room house, 310 N. Medium Quality Butcher
so obstreperous they called a
Seminary St., 5 rooms, bath
Cattle-$20-$22
technical foul.
downstairs, 1 master bedroom Baby Beeves-422-$25
However, after the game,
up. New furnace, garage. Will Fat Cows-416$19
"Chipper Charley" Hyatt, former
make a nice home with income,
Canners and Cutters-$12-$15
Pitt star, greeted his old coach
or good investment. Shown afBulls-418-$20
With:
ter 4 p. m. week days. Anytime
Stock Cattle-$19-$24
"You've really slipped, Doc.
Saturday and Sunday.
4tp. Feeder Cattle-$20-$23
When I played at Pitt, you used
Milk Cows per Head-$100-$175
to throw all 12 sweat jackets into ONE DAY radio
service on all
the air at once instead of just
makes and models. Satisfac- VEALS:
one.",
No. 1-425
tory work at reasonable prices
No. 2-$22
guaranteed. Shrewsbury's RaThere are nearly 7,000 conThrowouts-413.25-$19
dio Shop. South Jefferson at
cerns in this country which manthe Railroad. Call 4234. tfc HOGS:
ufacture ready-to-wear
outer
200-230-417.25
garments.
HOGS FOR SALE.
Registered
23S-280-$16.25
Durocs, boars and gilts, some
285-400-415.175
bred sows and some with pigs.
405-Up-415.25
S. D. Thompson Address
Phone 3948, Henry Hartigan,
120-155-415
Needed By Draft Board
Cadiz Road.
ltp
160-195-416.25
Selective Service Board No. 9
has lost track of Samuel Davis PIANOS: Both new and used. Rougs 450 & under-$14
Roughs over 450-$13
Thompson, formerly
of
411
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Franklin street, and Henry G.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
52tp
Given Anti-Rabies Treatment
Averdick, chief clerk, has re
Clarence Chapel and his
quested Mr. Thompson, or any- NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-6 and
20 percent phosphate. Immed- daughter, Shelby Jean, Liberty
one knowing his whereabouts,
iate delivery. Mitchell Imple- community, completed a series
to contact The Board.
ment Co. Phone 3163.
ltc of anti-rabies shots last week at
the county health office. They
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
150 Raise Notices
glass cut and installed in all
(Continued from Page One)
cars. Williams Texaco Service
rens
Caldwell
that
County
Station. Corner Plum & main.
should shoulder its share of the
Phone 557.
tfc
burden. The first recap submitHELP
WANTED:
Man
with
car
ted to the state was within strikwanted for route work. $15 to
ing distance of this goal.
$20 in a day. No experience or
"The Board of Supervisors has
Just received-a nice selection of
capital required. Steady. Write
seen fit to place the goal beyond
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East Clark
reach. Not only does the assesswall and ceiling paper; beautiful
Street, Freeport, Ill.
2tp
ment as it now stands contain
colors
and patterns.
many inequities, but it means FOR SALE: Sixty desirable cabthat the county level is not more
in sites on Kentucky Lake,
than 45 percent.
close-in, in Lyon county. PricPriced from 15e per roll up.
"If the assessment as 'egualed to sell. Boat and bait availized'
remains unchanged, able. J. E. Layman, Eddyville,
chances of a reduction in local
Ky.
4tp
tax rates are materially lessened.
It will be recalled that the Fis- FOR SALE: Used 7-ft. Frigidaire
208-210 S. Cave St.
Phone 3340
cal Court, the County Board of
refrigerator. McConnell ElectEducation and the Princeton City
ric,
ltc
Board of Education have all expressed a willingness to make a FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
and Electrical Supplies, visit
reduction in rates so that no
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
appreciably great amount of
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
taxes will be collected. The
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
failure to secure a rate reductfc
tion would penalize those taxpayers who made an honest efRED SPOT flat wall paint fort to list their property.
only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
"The Kentucky Tax Commiscolors with Semi-Gloss or
sion does not derive any pleasure Parmolite finish. JOINER'S-1from the sending of these raise
your friendly hardware.
tfc
notices. But it is trying to remAPPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
WHTTEY'S
SERVICE
edy a bad situation. A situation VISIT
STATION for Standard Oil
28 oz. jar
for which responsible and civicProducts.
Efficient
service
minded citizens had asked for
PORK
& BEANS, Ky. Beauty
guaranteed; quick road service.
help. It is not the plan of the
oz. cans
Phone
19
3931.
2,
tfc
commission to abandon those
who cooperated with the pro- NOW AVAILABLE: 6-8-6 and 20
CORN, Kewpie, golden bantam,
ject. Instead, it is hoped that all
fancy, whole kernel
percent phosphate. Immediate
citizens will pay their fair share
19 oz. can 15e, 2 for
of taxes based on a reasonable
KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
assessment level."
1 lb. box

Steger Lumber Co.

Slip Into these light-heorted casuals...win compliments for
your good taste in smart, practical Summer play sho•si
Leather cowed platforms!

.
Co. (2
004 Fri:stint

were token

... sleek and trim
•. and Valmy's styling
means your slip
cannot ride up

do not ride upl
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SCREEN DOORS
$5.89 each and up
STORM DOORS
$13.50 each and up
CYPRESS SCREEN STOCK
- 5c per foot
SCREEN MOULDING
214e per ft.
Several different patterns-Screen Door Grills
$2.25 each

FLY TIME SPECIALS
PLASTIC WIRE
was I2c sq. ft.
NOW 9c sq. ft.
COPPER WIRE
was 14c sq. ft. . .NOW 12c sq. ft.
DDT Paint. was $7.00 5-gal can NOW $4.98 5-gal. can

INKEL'S
AIR STORE

F

The Arnold Store
redocrated inside.
The Henrietta Hotel

You are cordially invited to
come in and see us. We specialize
in good food.
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THREE SISTERS CAFE
Maggie Woodall

in putting in
. if a suitable loca

obUtined.

Gladis Creekmur
•"le School Clinic
.nducted By Bapti
About 50 representati

Flora Stephens

ASPARAGUS, Rosedale, green

20(

ptist churches in
.ilatf attended a Bibl
Friday at First
arch, Princeton. Re
ndergraph, Kuttawa,
barge of the morning
the afternoon the '
"•ndergraph and his
eat to the church .
ere a similar meeting
held, and the Rev.
of the church t.
workers conducted
sin at Princeton.

25
29
25f

15(

And %%bite

CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can

10(

rs. Joe Page

CORN, Pennysaver,-white cream
style, country gentlemen, 19 oz. can 1 121

o Speak Here

HI HO CRACKERS, Sunshine
lb. box

1

FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
,16 oz. can

31(
1.112
(

MUSTARD GREENS, Pride of
Oklahoma, 19 or. can

PUMPKIN, Autumn Harvest
30 oz. can 9c, 3 for

KRAUT, Mazo, Wisconsin
large 29 oz. can

ROYAL PUDDING DESSERT
pkg. Sc, 3 for

25(

PEAS, Playfair, extra standard
19 oz. can

CORN, Morristown, fancy cream stNir
country gentlemen, No. 2 can

15(

5(

BABY FOOD, Gerber's, assorted

11(
35(

JAM, Smucker's pure Grape
32 oz jar
,
PUFFED WHEAT, Jersey

35(

MEAT SPECIALS
SUGAR CURED JOWL,
Pound

18(

FIELD'S BOLONGA,
Pound .

29(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Bunch
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PINEAPPLE ,Dole, fancy 'aired
No. 2 can

crushed, No. 2 can

CARROTS, Texas,

' Women's Clubs,
will
40 o'clock Friday
•
7 a in the George C.
'',Itt a meeting of the
omss
n' Club.
Mrs. Page has just
a National Federat
' in Miami, Fla.,
an.
. tolisc
worn*
cluoss
b her
mem..
tr

8 oz. pkg.

PINEAPPLE, Dole, fancy

BANANAS, golden ripe,
2 Pounds

be President
Talk At Woman's
Club Meeting
Joe
tuek
Barb
y;
• *l
el Of m
he Kentucky

'

Strained, 4!2 oz. can
SCRUB BRUSHES, Dandy
Each ...

.

29(
fl

LIMA BEANS
Pound

.A
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meeting
to Butler In
'
&Ws e rade .
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ORANGES, Florida Valenclas
8 lb. mesh hag

65(
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111(

Red Front Stores
- --esseilastsis.e eacionesseeeitrarisewaseYtniseasileasearinees,oie

38(

cut spears, 19 oz. can

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON,
Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky.,
Week Days
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-•;--.101entiel1111111111W
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We wish to announce that we
have bought and are operating the
Cafe formerly owned and operated
by H. C. Russell.

CORN FLAKES, Jersey
13 oz. pkg

TIME!

etolkbeliev ,
MoreBsiS5
•buna.nyi
t
om

And Family

TOMATOES, Delmonte
19 oz. can

FLY

ir
proeds RemOdel n.
5everol
NowUnc,
Plan
Stores
As

H.C.Russell

LOG CABIN FLOUR
25 lb. bag
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GALVANIZED BUCKETS
10 quart size

sizes
to.
In the season's lovely lingerie shades

SoConfide
n
ITwns
coteiLtgcoentntsFirm',

week, with

LITE FLAKE FLOUR, plain
10 lb. bag

for Mothers Day

Voitime

diraiing
Pri ceton'

Gay Nineties Water Glasses
carton of 12 for 39c

Smart!
Smart!
Smart!
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